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Franklin begins as Chautauqua’s worship leader on Sunday
mary lee talbot
Staff Writer

“I am wrestling with my
inaugural sermon. It is a time
of a divided heart, to say
thanks to Joan for extending
her gifts and graces and publically receive the baton. [The
sermon] is a point in time
to build on and extend the
Campbell legacy,” the Rev.
Robert Franklin said.
It was Week Three, and

franklin

Franklin was sitting on the
patio of the Brick Walk Cafe
reflecting on his future as the
incoming director of Chautauqua Institution’s Department
of Religion.
Franklin will preach at the
10:45 a.m. Sunday morning
worship service. He will also
share his faith journey at the
5 p.m. Vespers. His sermon
title is “An Open Invitation,”
and the Scripture text is Luke
14:12-24. His wife, Cheryl, will

Fink caps final week
with lecture on
medical ethics after
natural disasters

“I will aim at innovation on
the faith journey [during worship] to provide a mood that
will invite people to pilgrimage,” he said.
Speaking about the 2
p.m. Interfaith Lectures Series, Franklin said he wants
to expand the community
no matter where people are
starting. “I want it to be a
comfortable place for searchers and seekers, without prescribing responses to what

people hear,” he said.
Although Franklin will
continue to teach at least one
course at Morehouse College each year, he will spend
time during the off-season
at the Institution and in the
surrounding
communities.
He and his family once lived
in Rochester, N.Y., and he is
familiar with the region and
churches there and in Buffalo.
See franklin, Page A4

Even if we’re
surrounded by tragedy,
there’s a much larger,
epic story that we are
all a part of.”

maggie livingstone
Staff Writer

Hurricanes in
the Northeast,
tornadoes in the
deep South and
earthquakes in
California are
among the recent natural disasters that have
caused millions
of dollars in
damage and affected countless
lives. Dr. Sheri Fink
Fink has reported on such
catastrophes and has provided insights
on how American hospitals prepare and
administer help for these disasters.
Fink is the author of the upcoming
release Five Days at Memorial: Life and
Death in a Storm-Ravaged Hospital, an account of New Orleans’s Memorial Medical Center in the aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina — more specifically, the medical ethics displayed in the wake of the
disaster. She will discuss her book at
3 p.m. Saturday in the Hall of Philosophy, the final lecture of the season in the
Chautauqua Women’s Club Contemporary Issues Forum speaker series.
The material for Five Days at Memorial came from an article Fink wrote
in August 2009 for The New York Times
Magazine, titled “The Deadly Choices at
Memorial.” The article centers around
Dr. Anna Pou, a physician at Memorial
Medical Center who was suspected to
have had a hand in the deaths of hospital patients in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. Autopsies revealed that
the patients had been injected with
lethal amounts of drugs while being
treated at Memorial Medical Center
during the storm — allegedly on Pou’s
orders. The article won the 2010 Pulitzer
Prize in Investigative Reporting.

read the Scripture.
Thinking a bit more about
the sermon, he said, “I want
to emphasize a deeper spirituality as a resource for enriching the conversation
with God, to empower Chautauquans’ moral agency and
their intellectual horizons
and expand the interfaith
emphasis here.”
Franklin wants to live into
the role of preacher and worship leader at Chautauqua.

— amy grant

Better than a

Hallelujah
kelsey burritt | Staff Writer
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Grant returns to Chautauqua to perform songs new and old, with family

n 2004, the last time Amy Grant performed at Chautauqua, she brought her bike. She may be a six-time
Grammy Award-winning singer, but, when it comes
to biking, she considers herself more of a Katherine
Hepburn than a Lance Armstrong.
“I certainly don’t have the kind of expendable income
that would allow me to travel on a whim,” Grant said,
“but because I travel with work … I’ve been to maybe a
hundred different cities in a year. And sometimes some

pretty remote and amazing parts of the country, and
that’s why I take my bike; that’s why we try to hike or
look around.”
Grant’s next stop is Chautauqua — she’ll be performing at 8:15 p.m. Saturday in the Amphitheater. She will
perform some of her hits, along with music from her latest album, How Mercy Looks From Here. The album, her
first to have all new songs in a decade, features musical
collaborations with various members of her family.

See grant, Page A4

See fink, Page A4
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Chautauqua garden tour

Briefly
News from around the grounds
Pre-Vespers Service
Soprano Mary Ellen Kimble and contralto Juanita Wallace
Jackson will perform the favorite hymns of the Rev. Joan
Brown Campbell and the Rev. Robert Franklin, outgoing
and incoming directors of the Institution’s Department of
Religion, respectively, for the pre-Vespers service at 4:30
p.m. Sunday at the Hall of Philosophy.
Friends of Chautauqua Theater One-Act Play Readings
Friends of Chautauqua Theater sponsor a staged reading of
two one-act plays by Chautauquan David Zinman at 10 a.m.
Saturday at Fletcher Music Hall.
Chautauqua Women’s Club news
The Women’s Club offers social bridge for men and women
beginning at 12:30 p.m. Saturday at the Women’s Club house.
Short story discussion
Smith Memorial Library hosts a free short story discussion
of “The Whore’s Child” by Richard Russo from 9:15 a.m. to
10:30 a.m. Saturday in the second-floor classroom. Advance
copies of the story are available at the library’s circulation
desk and should be brought to the class.
Non-perishable food drive
Chautauquans can dispose of their sealed, non-perishable
foods, such as boxed and canned items, in the gold-papered
cartons on the floor inside the north entrance of the Post Office Building. Mayville Food Pantry makes the food available to needy individuals and families in the Chautauqua
Lake Central School District. For more information, contact
Lou Wineman at 716-357-5015.
Members wanted for Dixie Lakesiders
The Dixie Lakesiders are looking for a trombone player and
a banjo player for the 2014 Season. Interested players should
be able to read and improvise Dixie music. Call Paul Weber
at 716-789-4064 or Charlie Tea at 716-269-7835 during this
season for more information. After the season, reach Weber
at 724-222-7281 or Tea at 724-443-2061.
Golf display
Chautauqua Golf Club seeks vintage equipment, relics and
stories for a display celebrating the golf club’s centennial
next year. Items of interest are old clubs, score cards, photos
and stories. Items can be donated or loaned. Contact Jack
Voelker at 716-357-6403.
Vamoses to be honored in Chicago
Chautauqua’s School of Music faculty members Roland
and Almita Vamos will be honored by the Music Institute
of Chicago at a special concert at Chicago’s Orchestra Hall
Sept. 1-3. Performing at the “Vamos Celebration”—co-presented with the Illinois-based Western Springs School of
Talent Education—will be more than a hundred former students who are soloists and members of various ensembles.
CLSC Alumni Book Forum
Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle alumni can share
favorite book titles, make comments and extend the conversation into the off-season at the Alumni Association’s online
Book Forum on Facebook at fb.com/CLSCAlumniBookForum.

| Prominent Chautauqua trees

Editor’s Note: Each week,
in commemoration of the Bird,
Tree & Garden Club’s 100th anniversary, The Chautauquan
Daily has published information compiled by Chautauquan
Joan Smith highlighting a historic garden or gardens on the
grounds. This week provides a
walking tour of prominent trees.
Tidal Basin Japanese
Cherry — Main Gate, near
the bus/tram station
The city of Tokyo sent over
3,000 Japanese cherry trees to
the United States as a gesture
of friendship, which were
planted around the tidal basin in Washington D.C. The
first tree was planted by First
Lady Helen Herron Taft during a ceremony in 1912. The
project is the work of Mrs.
Eliza Scidmore, who visited
Japan in 1885 and tried for 24
years to interest various officials to plant the trees. This
tree was grown from a seedling of one of those cherry
trees by American Forests Famous & Historic Trees. It was
given by Joan Smith to Paul
Cawein in memory of Ralph
Miller.
English Oak — Bestor Plaza,
at the triangle near Glen Park
Condos
This oak was number 9
among 15 trees planted during a ceremony of songs and
prayers held in 1876 to commemorate the country’s centennial. Lewis Miller, Frank
Beard and a dozen ministers
were present for the planting.
White Oak — Lakeside on
lawn of Hall of Philosophy
This young tree was
planted in 1994 as a seedling grown from an acorn
of the Wye Oak, the former
state tree of Maryland in the
village of Wye Mills on the
eastern shore. The Wye Oak
began its life in the 1500s and
was the largest white oak in
the nation, reaching a height
of 96 ft. and a circumference of 31 ft. 8 inches, with
a crown spreading 119 ft.
and weighed 61,000 pounds.
It collapsed during a severe
storm in 2002.

brian smith | staff photographer

The Bird, Tree & Garden Club honors Doug Conroe, director of operations, with an October Glory
Red Maple tree dedication Tuesday in Miller Park in celebration of the 100th anniversary of the BTG.
With his working crew in the background, Conroe accepts the honor from Margery Buxbaum, BTG
president, with a poetry reading by Caroline Van Kirk Bissell (the text of the poem appears on Page C2).

English Oak — Alumni Hall
lawn
This oak was a gift of the
English Speaking Union
with whom a cooperative
exchange was formed by
Arthur Bestor. The ESU
was founded by Sir Evelyn Wrench of Great Britain in 1918, and organized
in the U.S. in 1920. It was
conceived as a nonpolitical association dedicated
to furthering friendship
and understanding among
English-speaking peoples
around the world.
U.S. Grant Sycamore —
Girls’ Club on Park Avenue
In 1864 General Grant
operated from a Civil War
headquarters
he
established in City Point (now
Hopewell, Va.) during the
nine-month siege of a vital
railroad center near Petersburg. The headquarters was
shaded by a huge sycamore
tree. This tree was grown
from a seedling of that tree
by American Forests Historic Tree program. In 1875
President Grant was a guest
of Lewis Miller and visited
the Millers at their home in
Miller Park.

American Chestnut —
Girls’ Club north side
Once a dominant and most
valuable tree in our eastern
forests, the American Chestnut had been among the largest and fastest growing in the
region. Tragedy struck in 1904,
when the chestnut blight, a
parasitic fungus, was accidently imported to this country. Within a few decades this
native tree was virtually lost
and is now threatened with
extinction. Seedlings produced by the few American
Chestnuts that remain in our
forest now grow in scattered
groves like this throughout
New York state and will play
an important part in the future of this species.
Amelia Earhart Sugar Maple
— Arboretum with plaque
Growing up in Atchison,
Kansas, Amelia Earhart and
her sister shared a bedroom
that looked out onto a large
sugar maple. One can imagine how the “helicopter” maple seeds spinning in the air
could set a young imagination
on fire. This tree was grown
from a seedling of that tree
by American Forests Historic
Tree program and is within

view of the Chautauqua Golf
Club, where she landed her
plane on the 14th fairway during a visit on July 22, 1929.
Maquon Bur Oak —
9 Bryant Ave. in the Overlook
Originally an Algonquin
village, the town of Maquon
in west central Illinois was
the center of tribal activity until the 1830s. After the
Black Hawk War, the government sought to relocate the
remaining surviving Native
Americans among whom
was an aged couple too frail
to make the journey. It was
agreed that they should be allowed to spend their last days
in a tepee by a small stream
near a large bur oak. This tree
was grown from a seedling of
the bur oak by the American
Forests Famous & Historic
Trees. It was given by contractor Jef Rotsko to Joan Smith.
Buckeye seedlings —
Near Labyrinth at Turner
Community Center
These baby trees are from
the area where Lewis Miller
spent his youth in Greentown, Ohio. The trees are a
gift of historian Don Myers of
Canton, Ohio, in 2010.
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Sacred Song provides send off, premieres Campbell prayer set to song
nikki lanka
Staff Writer

With three taps of the
gavel, Chautauqua Institution President Thomas M.
Becker will officially close
the 2013 Season at Sunday’s
8 p.m. Sacred Song Service in
the Amphitheater.
The longstanding tradition
is one way for community
members to find closure to the
end of the season. Sunday’s
service will build around
an anthem by contemporary
composer Rene Clausen,
titled “Bless the Lord, O My
Soul,” which is based on an
old psalm of comfort and
spiritual healing.
The service will premiere
a piece composed by Chautauqua Choir member Joseph
Musser, based on a prayer
written by Joan Brown
Campbell, the director of the
Institution’s Department of
Religion, titled “A Prayer for
a Beloved Community.”
Jared Jacobsen, organist
and coordinator of worship
and sacred music, sees the in-

clusion of a new piece in the
service as a unique opportunity to showcase original
music. Through this song,
the service can celebrate
Campbell, who will retire at
the end of this year, as well
as the community she loves.
“For the same reason
that Chautauqua’s founders
brought the best poets and
the best musicians that they
could find … I feel 140 years
later like I still need to be doing this,” Jacobsen said.
Maggie Brockman, hostess of the Hall of Missions
and a member of the Chautauqua Choir, will read at the
service. Her voice is comforting, Jacobsen said, and will
soothe those in attendance.
The last service of the
season is emotional, he said.
Closure is necessary for even
those like Jacobsen who plan
to be back next summer.
“As much as we talk about
closure and finishing things
off, it is open-ended,” he said,
“because we have to allow for
Chautauqua to blossom and
bloom and evolve again.”

BRIAN SMITH | STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Jared Jacobsen, organist and coordinator of sacred music, rehearses on the Massey Memorial Organ before the start of the Sacred
Song Service Aug. 18 in the Amphitheater.

Looking Ahead to 2014

Dixie Doodlers take to Amp stage for
final Sunday performance of 2013
The Dixie Doodlers will
perform at 2:30 p.m. Sunday in the season’s final
Amphitheater concert. This
is the band’s first time performing at Chautauqua Institution.
The Dixie Doodlers were
formed in the late 1950s in
Meadville, Pa. The original
band had a piano, trumpet,
clarinet, drums and trombone. The group is now on
its third generation of musicians, said Don Haener, the

BRIAN SMITH | STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Chautauqua Institution President Tom Becker addresses the gathering at the Hultquist Center porch
during Wednesday’s final Trustees Porch Discussion of 2013. Becker discussed what Chautauquans
should expect from the Institution’s programming during the 2014 season. Lecture themes, confirmed
speakers and other 2014 programming information will be available this fall at www.ciweb.org.

»

on the grounds

Medical
Services
The Westfield Hospital
Chautauqua Health
Care Clinic offers basic
medical care for children
and adults, similar to that
provided in a doctor’s
office. The clinic offers
treatment for minor
medical emergencies
and provides wellness
services such as health
checkups, allergy shots,
prescriptions, etc., plus free
blood pressure screening.
The clinic is located at 21
Roberts Avenue, near the
Amphitheater. The clinic
is open Monday to Friday
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 4:30 p.m. (716357-3209).
Defibrillators are located
in the Colonnade (second
floor), Amphitheater, Turner
Community Center, Heinz
Beach Fitness Center,
Sports Club, Smith
Memorial Library, Beeson
Youth Center, Hall of
Missions, Bellinger Hall and
Athenaeum Hotel.
For emergency care call
911. Nearby hospitals
are: Westfield Memorial
Hospital, Route 20,
Westfield (716-326-4921)
and WCA Hospital,
207 Foote Avenue,
Jamestown (716-487-0141).

Advertising
Opportunities
The Chautauquan
Business Directory
Winter – Spring Issues
Inserted in The Chautauquan and mailed
to over 25,000 homes.
For sizes and rate options contact:
Stacy Hathaway
716.640.1777 • dailyadvertising@ciweb.org

Off-grounds
Accommodations Listing
Included in the 2014 Chautauqua
Accommodations Directory, inserted in
winter issue of The Chautauquan and
mailed to over 25,000 homes
Contact Stacey Hathaway
716.640.1777 • dailyadvertising@ciweb.org
Deadline for the listing is September 30, 2013

Doodlers’ co-leader. Haener
has been with the group for
27 years.
The current band also includes Bill Beggs, Tom Lewis, Bill Reese, Stan Yopek
and Stan Bialomizy.
The Doodlers have performed in a number of
venues throughout the
years, such as country
fairs, sporting events and
community concerts in Titusville, Meadville and Oil
City, all in Pennsylvania.

The band once performed
for former President Ronald Reagan, according to
its website.
The group performs
many different genres,
though its trademark is
Dixieland music — a type of
jazz that began in the early
1900s in New Orleans.
“We always honor the
fact that Dixieland is made
in America,” Haener said.
“It is absolutely our unique
contribution to world jazz.”
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Hotel to receive dose of traditional jazz this fall
kelly tunney
Staff Writer

Although the Chautauqua
Institution 2013 Season is
ending, events are still held
on the grounds during the
off-season. Jazz at Chautauqua, a four-day music festival, is one such event.
From Sept. 19 to 22, jazz
musicians and aficionados
will gather at the Athenaeum Hotel for a weekend full
of traditional jazz performances. Participants come to

celebrate the traditional jazz
music of the early 1900s.
The festival began 30
years ago under the direction
of Joe Boughton. Originally
held in Conneaut Lake, Pa.,
it was moved to Chautauqua
16 years ago when the building it had been housed in
was condemned. The festival
was looking for a new home,
and Chautauqua was waiting with open arms.
When Boughton passed
away several years ago,
Nancy Griffith took over

as the event’s music director. She had worked with
Boughton for many years
and sought to preserve the
traditions of the festival in
his absence.
However, as with all
things, change is sometimes
necessary. For Jazz at Chautauqua, this meant bringing
in younger musicians in order to integrate them into the
art form.
“It’s very important, especially for the jazz art form,
to make sure that younger
people are playing this music and understand this music and have a chance to in-

teract with musicians who
have been around for a long
time,” Griffith said.
The immersive nature
of the festival allows for an
interesting perspective on
the musicians’ techniques.
The musicians are accessible
throughout the weekend
and often talk to people in
the audience.
“I think it’s exciting, because you really get to know
the musicians and see their
style and their personality
as you watch them play over
the weekend,” Griffith said.
More information on the
four-day event is available

grant

from page A1

Jenny, Grant’s stepdaughter with husband
Vince Gill, will be joining
her on the stage. Other family members contributed to
the album, such as her husband and her father, Burton
Paine Grant, but Jenny will
be the only one performing
with her Saturday.
One of Grant’s earliest
musical influences was her
grandmother. When Grant
visited, her grandmother
would always be singing
an old hymn. After that, she
fell in love with The Beatles,
Elvis Presley, The Jackson 5
and others, but she believes

those pop influences all
build from a foundation in
Christian music.
“The way that I nourish
my soul every day — I sing
a hymn,” she said. “I don’t
even know I’m doing it.”
While not every one of
her songs may bear an obvious message, she said
that her faith gives an order
and a purpose to her music
and her life.
“Even if we’re surrounded by tragedy, there’s a
much larger, epic story that
we are all a part of,” Grant
said. “There’s not a dividing line — believers, not believers; if you’re alive, you’re
in the story.”

Humanitarian Law Dialogs begins Sunday
The seventh annual International Humanitarian Law
Dialogs begins Sunday on
the Chautauqua Institution
grounds, offering a look at
the impact of modern international law on war crimes
and crimes against humanity. The theme of this year’s
gathering of international
prosecutors is “The Long
Hot Summer After The Arab
Spring: Accountability and
the Rule of Law.”
The Law Dialogs is a historic gathering of renowned

international
prosecutors
from Nuremberg, the International Criminal Court,
the International Criminal
Tribunals for the former
Yugoslavia and Rwanda,
the Special Court for Sierra
Leone, the Extraordinary
Chambers in the Courts of
Cambodia and the Special
Tribunal for Lebanon. The
prosecutors will be joined
by leading professionals
in the field of International
Humanitarian Law.
Highlights include up-

dates from the current prosecutors; a panel discussion
on the legal/policy issues
stemming from the Arab
Spring; “Porch Sessions
with the Prosecutors,” featuring a variety of focused
topics relating to the Arab
Spring; and the issuance
of the seventh Chautauqua
Declaration.
In addition, there will be
an exclusive sneak preview
of the film “500 Years” at 2
p.m. Sunday at Chautauqua Cinema. The documen-

tary explores the genocide
trial of General Efraín Ríos
Montt, a Guatemalan dictator and military commander. Attendees will also have
the opportunity to participate in a discussion with
filmmakers Peter Kinoy and
Flannery Miller after the
screening.
To learn more about the
International
Humanitarian Law Dialogs, call the
Robert H. Jackson Center at
(716) 483-6646 or visit www.
roberthjacksoncenter.org.

franklin

ing class and poor to to
experience the treasures of
Chautauqua,” he continued.
“I want Chautauqua and its
religion department to be a
user-friendly resource for
refreshing and enhancing
their ministries. I believe I
have an ambassadorial role
and a unique point of contact with local faith communities.”
Franklin said he will be
using Facebook and Twitter to enhance the national

appeal of the department.
“I want to live into a new
reality of religion and spirituality, especially with the
rapidly growing ‘religious
nons,’ ” he said. “I hope to
have some discussion and
focus groups.”
He has already felt welcomed by the denominational houses and looks forward to working with them.
“They have an historic role
and are pillars of Chautauqua,” he said. “I expect con-

tinuity with our relationship and want to collaborate
in effective ways with them;
to be a colleague.”
Change is often unsettling, Franklin said. “I want
to assure people that transition and change can enrich
lives,” he said. “We have
got to grow, to adjust, to
embrace change as it unfolds. Fear not, we will get
through it together and will
be a stronger, better community going forward.”

which is heavily affected by
hurricanes each year.
“I always had my hurricane kit growing up in
Florida, but now it is more
relevant for everyone in the
country to be prepared,”
Curatolo said. “Dr. Fink
is great because she is one
person discussing two dif-

ferent aspects of natural
disasters — how to prepare
before and the ethics that
come after.”
Fink is currently a staff
reporter at ProPublica, a
nonprofit news organization focusing on investigative journalism. Her articles
have also appeared in The

New York Times and in Scientific American. She is the author of War Hospital: A True
Story of Surgery and Survival,
a book published in 2004
about war-torn Bosnia-Herzegovina and the ethics of
several physicians fighting
to save lives.

from page A1

“People are expressing
concerns about interacting
with the surrounding area,
and I want to meet with
pastors, rotary clubs, youth
organizations,
teenagers
and college-age people to
discuss their hopes for a
future relationship with the
Department of Religion,”
he said.
“I would like the work-
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In addition to medical
ethics, Fink will also discuss
disaster preparedness. Women’s Club President Cour
Curatolo said that she was
drawn to Fink’s work because
she is from Florida, a state
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Week Nine 2014 to continue theme of
health care with ‘Bench to Bedside’
Week Nine of the 2013
Season marked the first installation of Chautauqua Institution’s three-year series
on health care. Though this
year’s theme focused primarily on reform and innovation,
Week Nine of 2014 will center
on the process of implementing health care. The week is
titled “From Bench to Bedside,” referencing the health
care spectrum that begins
with medical research at a
laboratory bench and ends at

a patient’s bedside.
Sherra Babcock, Institution vice president and Emily and Richard Smucker
Chair for Education, said
that Chautauqua’s commitment to a three-year series is
due to a topic as multifaceted
and universal as health care.
She stressed that the theme
will be attractive to members
of the baby boomer generation, one of the largest demographics represented on the
grounds.

“Even if baby boomers
don’t think they will be affected, their parents will be, or
their children,” Babcock said.
“We want to explore what
kind of medical innovations
are going to affect everyone.”
Dr. Daniel Weinberger,
the first confirmed speaker,
will be the Tuesday morning lecturer of Week Nine
2014. Weinberger is the
director and CEO of the
Lieber Institute for Brain
Development at Johns Hop-

kins University. He has received much acclaim for his
research on schizophrenia,
a highlight of which was
his laboratory’s identification of the first specific genetic mechanism of risk for
schizophrenia.
Like this season, Week
Nine of 2014 will include a
Chautauqua Health Care Forum, with supplemental programming in addition to the
regularly scheduled morning and afternoon lectures.

Season’s change

brian smith | STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Don Dominick, a member of Chautauqua’s grounds, gardens and landscaping staff, sweeps up and collects loose coinage from the
Bestor Plaza fountain Wednesday morning.

Spring 2014 WQED documentary to
showcase four music students’ talent
nikki lanka
Staff Writer

Four students from Chautauqua Institution’s Schools
of Fine and Performing Arts
will take their talents from
the Amphitheater to the
small screen next spring as
features of a documentary
produced by WQED-TV,
Pittsburgh’s PBS affiliate.
A crew followed violinist
Adé Williams, singer JeanMichel Richer and dancing
siblings Colby and Christina
Clark from their auditions
through the season’s rigorous practices.
After a summer spent
on photography, editing
and writing the documentary, Emmy Awardwinning producer Pierina

Morelli and her team must
now whittle more than 120
hours of footage into just 60
minutes.
“I was really struck by not
only the seriousness of these
students, but all the students
that go [to Chautauqua],”
Morelli said.
PBS host Michael Bartley
narrates the film, which will
air in April 2014 in the Pittsburgh region and possibly
beyond.
The production team
visited Chautauqua three
times. First, they conducted
interviews with teachers on
the grounds, including Oliver Dow, managing director
of the School of Music. On
later visits they filmed classes and performances and

interviewed the students.
Interviews with Tom Becker,
Marty Merkley and others
helped flesh out Chautauqua’s role as a proponent of
lifelong learning.
George Murphy, Chautauqua vice president and chief
marketing officer, contributed to the concept of the documentary. The Institution was
featured in the WNED-TV
documentary “Chautauqua:
An American Narrative” in
2011, and Murphy is always
trying to find ways to promote Chautauqua on-air.
The talented students at
the Institution seemed like
the perfect focus for a film.
“We have some really special kids,” Murphy said. “So
why not showcase them?
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on the grounds

Bike Safety Tips
In accord with New York
law, bicyclists shall observe
all traffic signs and signals,
including stop signs and
one-way streets.

From the President
Column by Thomas M. Becker

A

mazing, really, how fast this weekend arrives.
We work all year to put this program together
and it seems to fly by in the blink of an eye.
There is also that depressing phenomena of
time and age wherein the older you are the faster it goes.
Assuming we can’t, in any healthy way, do anything
about the increasing velocity of time, the question of how
we spend the time becomes even more important than
it was when we were studying how to best allocate our
time so as to be more productive and effective.
There is a density to scheduling the experience of life
in general, and in this instance, to the Chautauqua experience. We can get so caught up in the challenges of that
density we find ourselves at once enriched and completely exhausted. There is a kind of compression of memory
where the ideas and the sources are there but the order
and discrete locations are lost in the stew of it all.
We laugh about this as a shared experience. But it
also points to the fact that this Institution is also about
helping us be present, in the moment, with others and
ourselves. For it is in those moments of presence that we
bring the highest form of expression of what it is to be
fully human and connected. Indeed, without these times
in our lives we are simply another talking head — smarter, with more insight but no more connected than the sea
of talking heads that populate our increasingly cacophonous landscape of commercial and social media.
So on this final Saturday of the season and in advance
of the ceremonial closing Sunday night in the Amphitheater, I offer my thanks for your investment in and faith in
the work of this Institution. I also pray that your time at
Chautauqua has been a gift to you, a lesson in the experience of the moment. And I hope the value of this gift is
given forward in your family, workplace, social associations, worship communities — every arena of your lives.
I look forward to welcoming you back to this singular
institution next year. Believe me, the moment will arrive
before you know it.
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Principled plur alism: The ethical imperative of our time
“There will be no peace among the nations without peace
among the religions and no peace among the religions without
dialogue.” — Hans Kung

R

ecently, I had the privilege of serving as a member of a panel of thought leaders convened by the
Aspen Institute’s “Inclusive America Project.”  The
distinguished group of scholars, religious and civic
leaders is concerned but hopeful about the future of our
great nation as it pertains to our current state of religious
diversity and tolerance. We believe, as the theologian Hans
Kung says in the quote above, that religious people, communities and leaders hold the key to peace between opposing nations and groups.
Our panel was chaired by the Honorable Madeleine
K. Albright and professor David R. Gergen, and included
many who call themselves Chautauquans, including Jim
Wallis, Rabbi David Saperstein, Eboo Patel, Paul Brandeis
Rauschenbush, Richard Mouw and David Little. I hope
that you will take a look at the report because it contains
insights and recommendations that I think we as Chautauquans should discuss, embrace and seek to implement.
Moreover, I believe that Chautauqua has something important and distinctive to contribute to America’s future progress in realizing E pluribus unum, “one out of many.” (A link
to the Aspen Institute report is available on The Chautauquan
Daily’s website, www.chqdaily.com.)
The challenges confronting our national unity are many.
A painful reminder came as the final meeting of the panel
occurred just days after the bombings at the Boston Marathon on April 15. After all of the hard work to foster interreligious understanding following the tragic events of 9/11,
we worried that isolated incidents like that bombing could
set us back fueling suspicion of, and discrimination toward,
those who are religious and ethnic minorities. We worry
about the continued use of stereotypes that divide Americans including the divide between those who are religious
and those who are not religious in a formal way. Complicating our religious fragmentation is the gridlock and bitter,
uncivil debate of our current political culture, a dysfunctional scenario that is becoming our new normal.
On top of these challenges we have an interesting
future rushing in our direction.  Our report noted that “if
present trends continue, by 2050, almost one in five Americans will be foreign-born; for the first time a majority of
our citizens will be able to trace their heritage to Africa,
Latin America or Asia.” And, we will see an “increase
in the number of Americans who identify with minority
religions and also by more variety among practitioners of
the Christian faith.”
These changes could inspire the best in our nation — an
open-armed embrace of difference as a gift and opportunity
— or it could expose some of the worst expressions of xenophobia, racism and religious prejudice. The report includes
a valuable essay by professor David Campbell of Notre
Dame who emphasized several hopeful, maybe redemptive,
characteristics of contemporary religious culture including
America’s remarkably high degree of religious belief and
weekly worship attendance, the amazing diversity of local
faith traditions, and our increasing tolerance and acceptance

From the Pulpit
Guest Column by the Rev. robert m. franklin

The Rev. Robert M. Franklin is the incoming director of the
Chautauqua Institution Department of Religion
of other religious practitioners, despite occasional departures from that norm. These assets will serve us well as we
face the future.
Our panel and distinguished co-chairs firmly believe
that we have what it takes to guide this dynamism in a
positive direction. I think that this conviction is shared by
all true Chautauquans as well. My small essay in the report
was inspired by the work of leaders like the Rev. Dr. Joan
Brown Campbell, Rabbi Samuel Stahl, Imam Feisal Abdul
Rauf, Tom Becker and the Chautauquans who have supported the Abrahamic Initiative over the years. Citing the title
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s final book, we asked, “Where
do we go from here: chaos or community?” My reply is, we
must walk toward the “world house” of which King spoke.
King addressed America’s unfinished agenda with
respect to persistent racism, widening economic disparity and our obsession with violence. In his book’s final and
brief chapter, titled, “The World House,” he spoke directly
to America’s religious and ethnic diversity. In words I hope
that many will find and read, he begins with an illustration of a novelist who died and “among his papers were
suggestions for future stories. One of the most prominently
highlighted suggestions was the following: ‘A widely
separated family inherits a house in which they have to live
together.’ ”  King continues, “This is the great new problem
of humankind.  We have inherited a large house, a great
world house in which we have to live together — black and
white, Easterner and Westerner, Gentile and Jew, Catholic and Protestant, Muslim and Hindu — a family unduly
separated in ideas, culture and interest, who, because we
can never again live apart, must learn somehow to live with
each other in peace.”
In his provocative imagery of the World House, King focuses squarely on the need for an ethic of interdependence
that engages our cognitive and behavioral dimensions. That
is, we must first realize that we are family and that we must
live in the house together. Then, we should allow the commonly shared experience of living with family members
and the ethical imperative of sharing limited living space
to inform how we behave in the real world. King’s ethic of
interdependence is grounded in a theological understanding of community. That is to say, we are not just any family,
we are God’s family. But, theology quickly turns to ethics
for validation. The moral vision of a world house includes

ethical principles like truth telling, justice, respect, trust and
generosity. And, these somewhat abstract principles must be
implemented through practical rules such as “never dehumanize your opponent” and “balance confrontation and
protest with negotiation and compromise.” Indeed, these
are the preconditions for sustainable co-habitation.
As a public theologian, King acknowledged the distinctiveness of particular religious communities by name (Jews,
Hindus, Christians, Muslims) but also recognized and
spoke to the common ground they all share. He exhibited
the robust faith and confidence that each community of
faith, and those without faith, could subsume their individual interests in the service of a greater and higher good,
a transcendent sacred good that required earthly manifestation, something he called “beloved community.”
So, how do we get there from here?
These are our recommendations, intended to spur action in five areas of civic life: youth development, higher
education, the media, religiously affiliated organizations,
and government.
• The directors of youth organizations should foster a
more inclusive sense of what it means to be an American
by developing appropriate ways to help young people
understand how religious beliefs contribute to the mosaic
of our society.
• Institutions of higher learning should 1) make the
study of religious diversity a priority; and 2) strive to
create campus environments that promote honest and
respectful exploration among students of the variety of
religious beliefs.
• Efforts should be made to help religious leaders communicate positive stories about their faith communities and
to assist them in attracting positive media attention — both
on- and offline — to those narratives. In addition, more
educational opportunities should be available to journalists
seeking to report accurately on issues that affect the public’s
perception of particular religions and their adherents.
• Religiously affiliated organizations should join in
educational, civic and other cooperative projects that serve
common goals, while also standing together in opposition
to any form of religiously motivated discrimination, hatred
or violence.
• Clear guidelines should be developed to encourage
legally viable and socially productive engagement between
governments and religiously affiliated organizations; also,
training programs should be offered to help public officials
and religious leaders better understand the needs and responsibilities of one another.
As I noted earlier, I believe that Chautauqua has something important and distinctive to contribute to America’s
future progress in realizing E pluribus unum, “one out of
many.” Looking at the list of strategies, I can see several
points of contact with existing Chautauqua activities and
programs. From our terrific programs for children to our
New Clergy Conference to our engagement with political,
business and media leaders who share the values that underwrite these strategies.
During my ministry at Chautauqua, I look forward to
encouraging engagement of these and other approaches to
building beloved community within a diverse nation.
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Dentzer:

Post-acute
care key to
improving
U.S. health
system
sean phillip cotter | Staff Writer

A

projection of Michelangelo’s David
stared down at the Amphitheater
audience from behind Susan Dentzer
as she spoke at Friday’s morning lecture. But
this wasn’t quite the perfectly proportioned
model of a man that has wowed countless
numbers of tourists in Italy. An apparently
unhealthy dose of Photoshop had added a
massive gut and sagging pectorals to the
famed piece of art.

Susan Dentzer, senior policy adviser for the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, delivers the final 2013 morning lecture Friday in the Amp.

“Somebody got the bright
idea to send him off to a twomonth trip in the United
States,” Dentzer joked. “He’s
just not the svelte young Florentine he used to be — he’s
an American.”
Susan Dentzer, senior
health policy adviser for the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, spoke Friday morning in the Amphitheater in a
lecture titled “Rising to Meet
America’s Health & Health
Care Costs.” She broadly
surveyed some of the issues
that have plagued the American health care system and
spoke about how the Affordable Care Act can work to address these problems.
Dentzer provided some
numbers to highlight the behavioral and biological factors that weigh on the state
of American health. Sixty-

driver of your health status
as all these other factors,
including — and they will
outstrip — your genetics,”
she said.
Dentzer referenced a
Harvard University study
that identified “eight different Americas” in terms
of life expectancy. She gave
a few examples: Women
of Asian descent living in
New Jersey today have a
life expectancy of about 95
years, one of the highest life
expectancies for any group
of people in the world. But
in “another” America, Native Americans living in
South Dakota have a life expectancy of about 58 years.
Variations in policy account for some of these differences, she said. In Alabama, for instance, only
people whose incomes sit at

six percent of Americans are
overweight or obese, 28 percent physically exert themselves at low enough rates to
be considered by one survey
to be “inactive,” 23 percent
smoke, 36 percent report high
levels of stress and 22 percent
are at least 55 years old.
Behavioral
tendencies
contribute quite strongly to
overall health, Dentzer said,
accounting for 40 percent of
premature deaths; genetics
are a factor in 30 percent of
these deaths.
Geography also plays a
substantial role, due to the
wide differences in health
care throughout the United
States.
“Your ZIP code — where
you live, what your environment is, how high-income
your community is — is
going to be as important a

katie mclean | staff photographer

or below about 80 percent of
the federal poverty line can
receive Medicaid. In New
York, though, Medicaid is
available to people with incomes all the way up to 138
percent of the poverty line.
The Affordable Care Act
will help this by prompting a Medicaid expansion in
several states, Dentzer said,
but the Supreme Court ruled
that the federal government
could not create their own
insurance agencies or expand Medicaid. Therefore,
broad differences between
states will remain for the
time being.
“It’s going to come down
to where you live, a lot of the
time,” she said. “Especially if
you’re poor.”
Levels of post-acute care
account for three-fourths of
the geographic differences,

end of the season

service

directory

she said. In many places in
the U.S., there is no further
care after people leave the
hospital. Areas with providers who do a better job of
monitoring and caring for
patients after discharge often
have better levels of health.
But technology can help
achieve better levels of
post-acute care everywhere.
Dentzer talked about clinics
that are “moving the care
out of hospitals.” Patients
who doctors visit at home
experience the same outcomes as those in hospitals,
but they are more satisfied
and pay 20 percent less in
medical bills.
Telemedicine — treating
patients remotely — will
continue to rise in the future,
she said. “In a decade, most
people sitting in this room
will have been treated by

Susan Dentzer
senior policy adviser, Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation

telemedicine,” she said.
It’s “disruptions” like
this of the current system
that make her optimistic for
the future.
“People say, ‘Are you just
throwing everything against
the wall and seeing what
sticks?’ ” Dentzer said. “Yes,
we are.”
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M&T sponsors Grant’s Saturday Amp show
devlin geroski
Staff Writer

Saturday’s 8:15 p.m. Amphitheater performance featuring
singer-songwriter
Amy Grant is sponsored in
part by M&T Bank.
Headquartered in Buffalo, N.Y., M&T is one of the
20 largest U.S. commercial
bank holding companies,
with more than 700 branches throughout the United
States, according to its website.
M&T is also a firm believer in supporting community
organizations.
Through its outreach efforts, the bank has donated
more than $142 million to
charitable organizations in
the past 10 years.
The corporation’s commitment to community outreach

has resulted in what M&T
Vice President Kevin Brombacher calls a very close and
longstanding
relationship
with Chautauqua Institution.
“We view the Institution as one of the … driving economic forces to this
whole marketplace that we
service,” Brombacher said,
“so we’ve always considered
them a very important part
of our business. We consider
our relationship with Chautauqua to have been very
close, and we continue to
support the Institution every
way we can.”
In previous seasons,
M&T has sponsored performances by the Mormon Tabernacle Choir and Straight
No Chaser. This year, the
bank helped to underwrite
the Week Four program-

ming at the Institution, as
well as the season’s final
evening performance.
“There are many different
roles at many different levels that the Institution fills
for the community,” Brombacher said. “For one, it’s a
cultural and arts center that
provides world-class entertainment and education, and
the list of speakers that come
is top-notch.
“The other thing that
Chautauqua does that’s
great is, it’s a large employer
and economic driver, providing enormous economic
opportunities,” he continued. “M&T’s long relationship with Chautauqua has
been in terms of sponsorship and … the financial
services M&T provides to
the Chautauqua Institution
and Athenaeum Hotel.”

Building community participation
in program and philanthropy
jack and
yvonne mcCREDIE
Chautauqua Fund Co-Chairs

As the summer season
winds down, we hope you
have found your time here
to be both exhilarating and
relaxing, and that you have
fully engaged in the breadth

of activities, talks and artistic
treats available to you. This
is your community. This is
your Chautauqua.
We ask that as you depart,
consider the value of your
experience — the value of
exposure to new ideas, the
value of discovering new aspects of yourself, the value
of joy in that exploration, the
value of safe community for
family. These are the gifts
that Chautauqua provides to
us.
Please remember that
Chautauqua is a non-profit
organization offering access to quality programs,
the heart of its mission, and
has been doing this for 139
years. Because we are purposeful in building community and want to remain
accessible for families to engage in all that Chautauqua
offers and explore the range
of issues most meaningful
to them, your philanthropic
support is hugely valuable.
The price of a gate pass
covers about 60 percent of
what it takes for Chautauqua
to provide this experience.

We sincerely hope you will
consider a meaningful gift
to the annual Chautauqua
Fund to support the programs and this community
you enjoy.
There is still time either to
join our family of supporters
or to renew your support of
Chautauqua with a gift to
the 2013 Chautauqua Fund.
Tax deductible donations are
welcome online at chautauquafoundation.org, by calling
(716) 357-6406 or by visiting
the Foundation office in the
Colonnade building before
you depart.
Chautauqua is all about
participation.
No matter
the amount, every gift matters and every gift is another
way to stay engaged, participate, and celebrate your
membership in this extraordinary community of people
who value lifelong learning.
This is your Chautauqua. It is people like you
who make it possible for this
remarkable community to
thrive and be inclusive, innovative and sustainable not
only this summer, but also
well into the future.
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Puchalski:
‘Healing is not
one of only
mechanical
repair but one
of regaining
relatedness
itself’

KATIE Mclean | Staff Photographer

Christina Puchalski, founder and director of the George Washington Institute for Spirituality and Health, lectures on the importance of caring for a patient beyond their physical well-being Thursday afternoon
in the Hall of Philosophy. Puchalski suggests that doctors should spend just as much time caring for their patients on a mental, social, and spiritual level.
fredo villaseñor
Staff Writer

M

edical
patients
have
physical
needs as well as
spiritual
ones.
And Dr. Christina Puchalski
doesn’t believe health care
professionals should limit
themselves to just the former.
She said that 73 percent of
cancer patients said they’ve
experienced at least one instance of spiritual need; 40
percent of newly diagnosed
cancer patients said they
have a significant level of
spiritual distress.
“We need to know how
to attend to that [distress],”
Puchalski said. “We may not
be the experts who know
exactly what to do, but we
should know how to listen
for that distress — not just
for ‘What’s your pain on a
scale of one to 10? Here’s a
morphine prescription,’ but
‘What distress are you experiencing? What can I do for
you?’ ”
Puchalski spoke at Thursday’s Interfaith Lecture at
2 p.m. in the Hall of Philosophy, focusing on Week
Nine’s theme, “Faith, Hope
and Healing.” In addition to
being an active clinician, she
is also the founder and director of the George Washington Institute for Spirituality
and Health and a professor
at George Washington University. She also co-authored
the first textbook on spirituality in health care, Oxford Textbook of Spirituality in
Healthcare.
Puchalski’s working definition of “spirituality” is
intentionally broad so that
it can be applied to a wide
range of patients, both the
religious and the nonreligious.
“Spirituality,” she said, “is
the aspect of humanity that
refers to the way individuals
seek and express meaning
and purpose, and the way
they experience their connectedness to the moment, to
self, to others, to nature and
to the significant or sacred.”
She said that many years
of research have supported
the idea that spirituality and
religion have an impact on
“improved quality of life and
a greater will to live.”
After Puchalski asks a patient what their pain level is,
on a scale of one to 10, she
usually asks how much of
it is emotional or spiritual

pain. In some cases, she said,
severe pain can be caused almost exclusively by spiritual
distress.
Puchalski once had a
patient who was dying of
pancreatic cancer and who
was on the maximum doses
of his medications. After
speaking with him, Puchalski discovered that the patient
felt intense guilt about his
sexual preference and what
that would mean to his Episcopalian community. That
guilt was resolved once his
pastor visited him and continued to love and care for
him. The patient finally died
in a much happier state and
with very little medication.
“Healing is not … only
mechanical repair, but … regaining relatedness itself, to
restoration of love and harmony to the heart and mind
and family and community,”
she said.
The World Health Organization’s definition of
“health,” she noted, is “a
state of complete physical,
mental and social well-being.” In order to deliver this
sort of well-being, then, the
physician must take into account much more than just
the physical state of the patient; the physician must
also seek to understand the
patient’s story in the context
of his or her culture, values

and beliefs.
A health care professional’s spirituality is also important, she said, because it
affects his or her reasons for
working in health care and
might even affect the quality
of care.
“It’s not a job,” she said.
“At some level it is, but it’s a
vocation; it’s a call to be present with others who suffer.”
Health care systems can
also be transformed into
healing environments, Puchalski said. They should
provide opportunities to develop and to sustain a sense
of connectedness with the
communities they serve.
Health care professionals
should have opportunities to
discuss spiritual and ethical
conflicts that arise in their
care, she said. All health care
providers should be trained
to be active listeners, to have
a broad understanding of
spirituality and how to discuss it.
Puchalski said that incorporating
spirituality
into health care will result
in greater patient satisfaction, improved cohesiveness
among teams of health care
professionals and decreased
instances of burnout.
“Decreased error,” she
said. “If people are mindful, they’re more attentive.
If we’re committed to the re-

lationship with our patients,
we’re going to try that much
harder.”
Incorporating spirituality will also help in difficult conversations, she said,
such as conversations about
end-of-life care or choices in
treatment.
Puchalski closed by reading from the Fetzer Advi-

sory Council on Health Professions’ call for a reformed
health care system: “We are
bold enough to say that we
want a health care system
that is spiritual, even aweinspiring; a health care system that will transform the
hearts of those who give,
receive, teach and learn care;
a system that will be other-

regarding, moving towards
justice, by encouraging practitioners to work as a team to
deliver service grounded in
benevolence and altruism; a
system that encourages selfcompassion, which says to
the practitioner, ‘You don’t
have to take this on all yourself.’ ”
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Guest conductor Jamie Laredo congratulates cellist (and wife) Sharon Robinson for her performance on the world premiere of Michael Colina’s “Three Dances for Cello and Orchestra” with the Chautauqua
Symphony Orchestra Tuesday evening in the Amphitheater. The performance was the CSO’s last of 2013.

‘A Life-affirming way to say goodbye’
CSO premieres Colina’s ‘Three Dances’ in season’s final performance

john chacona | Guest Writer

B

estor Plaza had a
melancholy air on
the evening of the
final concert of the
Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra’s 2013 Season. Just
a few children were playing, and quietly. There were
good-byes to compose and
memories to secure before
the leave taking could start.
That sense of nostalgia for
something not yet completely gone was the most affecting impression left by Michael Colina’s “Three Dances
for Cello and Orchestra,” the
world-premiere centerpiece

of the Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra’s valedictory
concert of the 2103 Season.
“It’s Snowing in Cuba,”
the second of the dances, was
an elegy for Colina’s birthplace, and a Garden of Eden
for many musical styles of
the New World. Cellist Sharon Robinson sang a mournful bolero over the clavé, the
heartbeat of Cuban music.
Colina seems to be Chautauqua’s composer of the
moment. His fantasia for
violin and orchestra, “Baba
Yaga,” was premiered by the
CSO and violinist Anastasia
Khitruk last July, and parts
of that piece were heard

again in “Slavic Sisters,” the
last of the three dances. This
had the showiest music for
the soloist, a danse macabre,
albeit from the sort of devil
who wouldn’t have called
attention to himself at a tea
dance. Satanic abandon was
not on the program.
And that was the impression left by Colina’s “Dances.” With a long resume of
film and television work, the
composer has a sure hand for
scene painting. The misty
violin figures that opened
“It’s Snowing” was an approach by air to an island of
dreams, the most effective
music of the suite. But else-

where, Colina telegraphed
his musical punches, and
while his orchestral colors
were pleasant, his structures
varied little. Robinson did
what she could to generate
the character and drama that
the score lacked.
In conductor Jaime Laredo, she had the most sympathetic collaborator imaginable. Robinson’s partner in
life as well as music, Laredo
carries the torch for a kind
of New York music making
characterized by Old World
grace, warmth and an affectionate way with melody, the
musical equivalent of a companionable Sunday dinner at

grandma’s house.
There were glimpses of it
in the efficient performance
of Rossini’s Overture to
“L’Italiana in Algeri” that
opened the concert, but the
full effect was realized in
A-minor
Mendelssohn’s
Symphony, Op. 56. Laredo
shaped phrases lovingly and
got a glowing, mitteleuropisch tone from the CSO.
The Adagio was a high point
and the heart of Laredo’s
conception, a graceful song
without words with the cantabile marking generously
observed.
This wasn’t hot-blooded
The turbuMendelssohn.

lence and drama that some
conductors (hello Charles
Munch, Dimitri Mitropoulos
and the HIP crowd!) found in
this music was largely absent.
In its place were classical balance, cultivation and affection. Laredo neither pressed
the tempos nor his rhetorical
points. Climaxes unfolded
naturally and with grace, and
when the great A-major maestoso chorale tune arrived in
the finale, it was a dignified
and life-affirming way to say
goodbye to the season.
John Chacona is a freelance
writer for the Erie-Times News.

BRIAN SMITH | STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Miranda McCue and Max
Biggio, both of Nashville,
sway to the music from the
Chautauqua Symphony
Orchestra outside of the
Amphitheater. McCue and
Biggio were visiting Biggio’s
grandmother on the grounds
while traveling to Maine.
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Stephen Palencar, 11, creates giant bubbles in Bestor Plaza. Palencar saw a man do it on YouTube and wanted to try it out himself.

THE WORLD OF

BESTOR PLAZA
The free-form heart of Chautauqua
MARK HAYMOND
Staff Writer

A

young boy blows bubbles on Bestor Plaza. One makes it past the squealing children and over the trees.
Viewed from above, the bubble is a small world, encapsulating the plaza below in a psychedelic snowglobe.

The inhabitants of the
bubble are free to do
what makes them happy.
Whistling balloon rockets
and hovering frisbees make the airspace
look like a futuristic highway, complete
with ﬂying saucers and soaring airships.
The low bass of music pushes the
bubble higher. Its skin vibrates and ﬂexes with the rhythmic tones. A group of
dancers have set up a sound system and
twist through an impromptu routine,
plasmatic and lythe. Most people watch
the dancers, but others are free to wander
past, unaﬀected, as if the dancers are just
another crowd.
The dancers ﬁnish their routine. Sarah
Hayes Watson is sweaty and giggling, with
a post-workout ﬂush. Still, when Don Rapp
oﬀers to teach her and the other dancers

to juggle, they don’t hesitate, forming a
semicircle. Rapp teaches the professional
dancers a thing or two about rhythm and
coordination.
This is Bestor Plaza, the front yard of a
town and a small world unto itself, where
everyday is a story with its own unique
characters and soundtrack.
THE KIDS ARE ALRIGHT.

KATIE McLEAN | STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Adam Auvil spins his youngest daughter, Emma, around on the
north end of Bestor Plaza.

ROXANA POP | STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Susan TeWinkle-Wolfe, visual artist from Sherman, N.Y., draws in pastels a portrait of Gabriel Rose,
of Westfield, N.Y., July 23 on Bestor Plaza.

Some days, Bestor Plaza looks like Lord
of the Flies: a world devoid of adults. Pickup football games and Frisbee tosses form
and dissolve with a quantum spontaneity.
Those who worry that kids live exclusively
in a digital realm, don’t; there are surprisingly few touchscreens being stared at on
the plaza. Here, kids play.
See BESTOR, Page B2

ROXANA POP | STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

A young Chautauquan climbs a tree while playing June 30 on the plaza.
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TOP: Susan TeWinkle-Wolfe, visual artist from Sherman, N.Y., draws in pastels a portrait of Gabriel Rose, of Westfield, N.Y., July 23 on Bestor Plaza. ABOVE LEFT: A bagpiper regales those gathered on the
plaza on July 29. ABOVE CENTER: Tonti Mayira, 4, pops bubbles being blown in Bestor Plaza. ABOVE RIGHT: Mandy Campbell, 18, of Westfield takes a guitar break in Bestor Plaza on July 10. Her instrument is
signed by friends from Jamestown Community College.

bestor
from page B1

The sound that can be
most associated with Bestor
Plaza, other than music and
the cloying calls of the Daily
newsboys, is a high-pitched
whistle of rocket balloons.
Rocket balloons are specifically made to be inflated and
released, shooting through
the air with the whine of a
small missile.
Today, a squad of rocket
balloon cosmonauts has
formed. A dozen kids stand
in a line, releasing their
balloons simultaneously. A
rainbow of rubber zigs and
twists, the howls of each
balloon a slightly different
pitch, just like the laughs
and howls of the launchers.
It looks like something that
must have been organized.

It wasn’t. It started when
two boys, Jackson and Kye,
chose Bestor Plaza as their
personal Cape Canaveral.
“Me and Jackson just started letting them go, and a few
kids came over and started
letting them go with us,” Kye
says between launches.
So much of the recreation
on Bestor Plaza works this
way. People are free to do
what they want, and the fact
that they are doing it here
means that they want to do it
around others.
With the kids, there is
also, inevitably, mayhem.
They are kids, after all. Some
of you may be parents to
these little heathens, so don’t
look so surprised.
Five kids linger around a
tree, staring up at a backpack
that hangs from a branch.
How it got there is anyone’s
guess. Someone is going to

be in trouble. They throw a
football at it, narrowly missing some of the park’s more
annually advanced residents, who don’t look happy
with the situation.
By the fountain, a kid hits
his little brother in the head
with a tennis ball when Dad
isn’t looking. The little one,
who looks too young to talk,
wails at the heavens like the
siren.
The bubble nearly pops
under the sonic onslaught.
A couple of kids are mining wishes from the fountain, pulling out anything
that looks silver, with their
shorts rolled up high. Now
I know why my hair is still
gone and why I didn’t win
the Powerball.
Music
Classically trained violinists play yards away from

amateurs playing ukuleles
and budding preteen rock
stars, creating a gumbo of
sound that shifts tempo and
key on the whims of each
player, an experimental orchestra on a green stage that
inspires a level of sonic freedom that borders on anarchy.
Marvin Elster plays his
harmonica while his lady
friend pokes around the
shops. His thick fingers wrap
around the instrument like
tendrils. Elster isn’t a pro; he
just does it because it makes
him happy — although
he jokes about putting his
tiny harmonica case on the
ground to see if anyone will
put pennies in it.
“I am just screwing
around,” Elster says, squinting against the sun. “There is
a lot to do, and yet you are
free to do nothing. It is guiltfree doing nothing.”
Sarah Sturdevant, 15, is
playing the ukelele. It is her
second day with the instrument, but she is out here, unabashedly plucking. She says

that she doesn’t know if she
will keep playing after she
leaves Chautauqua, but that
doesn’t deter her today. She
makes it through the first
few chords adroitly before
looking back down at the
song book in her lap.
Eleven-year-old
Eddie
Keenan plays the first few
chords of “Smoke on the
Water” over and over with
a marked vibrato, shaky but
unmistakable. His guitar
case lies open next to his
scuffed sneakers. A man
asks Keenan if he has change
for a hundred, tells him he
should smile more — but
throws a dollar in the case
anyway. Everyone’s a critic,
but at least this one puts his
money where his mouth is.
As good as he will do,
Keenan will never pull down
the kind of cash that a 4-yearold with a violin does. She
plays two chords, kind of,
and regularly spends more
time shoveling dollar bills
out of her case than playing.
Image is everything. Maybe

Keenan should braid his hair.
Back to the dancers. Barry
Perlis is sitting on a bench
watching them do their
thing. He is there when the
juggling breaks out and says
that the things he sees in the
plaza are as good as anything in the Amp.
“This is the highlight of
the season for me. Totally
impromptu, and that’s what
makes it so great,” Perlis says.
He has a hard time explaining what makes Chautauqua special to those back
home.
“Words can’t explain how
I feel about it,” Perlis says.
“For me to go back home
and tell everyone what it is
like, it just doesn’t capture
the essence of it. His eyes are
soft as he takes it all in, as if
this may be the moment that
those words will come to
him. They don’t.
The bubble inevitably
pops. At the end of the summer, the music and kids will
mostly be gone and Chautauqua’s front yard will become
just another patch of grass.
Eddie Keenan will be back at
school in Atlanta, and Sarah
Hayes Watson will be back
in North Carolina, pursuing
her dance career. Summer
will fade from memory into
dreams, as leaves and then
snow cover the plaza.
Next year, it will all happen again. A different kid
will blow a different bubble
inhabited by a new set of
individuals, but the spirit
of Bestor Plaza will remain
the same. The bubble will fly
again, carried by the power
of people doing what they
love, unashamed, for everyone to see.
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ECOC
promotes
religious and
economic
diversity at
Chautauqua
fredo villaseñor | Staff Writer

T

he communal kitchens and eating areas are the
heart of the buildings that make up the Ecumenical Community of Chautauqua. Cabinets line the
walls and nearly none of them have doors; everyone’s food is on display — as is much of the color spectrum. It’s not just the ubiquitous Frosted Flakes blue and
peanut-butter brown; with a closer look, there’s also a vase
of green basil, a purple eggplant and a yellow watermelon.

Tables take up more than
half of the floor space. One
table may fit only two or
three people, but their neighbors are only an arm’s length
away. It’s cozy, and during
meals there’s always pleasant chatter and laughter.
The ECOC was founded
in 2003 to offer low-cost
housing for clergy and religious leaders of all faiths and

denominations. Thanks to
the many communal spaces
of the ECOC, its guests have
many opportunities to take
part in interfaith and interdenominational dialogues
or to strike up a conversation
about the latest lecture on
the grounds.
The ECOC hosts the
second-largest number of
guests over the course of the
season; only the Athenaeum

Rachel kilroy | Daily File Photo

Kurt and Kathy Doerflinger, former managers of the Ecumenical Community of Chautauqua, cut the red ribbon outside of the Ministers’ Union
building in an August 2010 ceremony recognizing major renovations to facilities during the previous off-season. ECOC is a non-profit ministry
providing affordable housing to individuals, couples, and families seeking spiritual renewal, community living and interfaith fellowship.

Hotel has more. The most affordable rooms are just big
enough for a bed, a chair
and a sink, but there are also
rooms suitable for couples
and families. Most of the
bathrooms are communal.
“For our old-timers that
are not wealthy, this is the
only reason they can come,”
manager Marjorie Johnston
said. “Some are kind of worrying that we’re upscaling it.”
But ECOC board members are committed to keeping the prices of rooms down
for guests with lower incomes. And since there is not

a specific organization or religious community that supports the ECOC, the board
must rely on donations and
volunteer work to maintain
the buildings and prepare
for the upcoming season.
Clergy and religious leaders are the first who can reserve rooms, and they receive
a 10 percent discount. After
religious leaders, volunteers
can sign up, and then the remaining rooms are open to
the general public.
“We get good fellowship
here,” said Howard Bright,
a guest who’s been staying

with the ECOC for the last 20
years.
Given that the guests of
the ECOC often belong to different religions or denominations, there can sometimes be
tension and disagreement,
Bright said. But he thinks
that’s a good thing; that’s the
way it’s supposed to be at
Chautauqua Institution.
A few of the ECOC volunteers and board members
mentioned that there was
one night earlier this summer when two guests —
one Jewish and one Muslim
— were having a debate in

the kitchen. They were surrounded by a number of other ECOC guests who were
quietly rapt with attention.
Even when the time came for
the volunteers to close the
kitchen, it remained open, so
as not to disturb the ongoing
dialogue.
“We’ve had dialogue on
every subject in this kitchen,”
guest Marie DeMarco said.
“And that’s why we keep
coming back. It’s so stimulating to have someone look at
something different from the
way you do. For me, it’s like
being in school again.”

Chautauqua can choose to become the Beloved Community

T

he Rev. Joan Brown Campbell concluded her week
as Chautauqua’s chaplain in residence at Friday’s
morning worship service. Her topic was “Chautauqua’s Choice” and the Scripture text was Revelation

21:1-5.
“ ‘Behold, I make all things new.’ We repeat these words
every Sunday [at Chautauqua] before the passing of the
peace,” Campbell said. “This is a promise, a word of hope,
that the past is over and we can look to tomorrow for the
new [thing].”
She called Revelation the perfect text for the last of the
daily morning worship services for the 2013 Season. “We
must believe that forgiveness is possible,” she said, “that all
things can be made new; that we do not have to live with the
burden of the past, but can envision a rich and full future.”
Campbell believes that Chautauqua has the capacity to
become “the Beloved Community.” She said that love does
not end, but hurt does; nursing past resentments will hold
people back.
“God is willing and able to forgive and calls us to accept forgiveness,” she said. “Our lives should be ordered by
hope, and hope depends on love and forgiveness.”
She illustrated her point with a story from her granddaughter Katie, who is serving in the Peace Corps in Peru.
She is located in a village where “food is scarce, love is difficult, children die and mothers do not cradle their children
because they will die,” Campbell said.
Katie has written a blog and has shared how the frustration
and confusion of her first year in Peru has been transformed
into hope in her final months in the country. Katie wrote,

Baptist House
All are welcome to attend
a service of Scripture, song
and prayer at 9:30 a.m. Sunday at the Baptist House, 35
Clark. Vocalist Eric Nickeson and pianist Jim Johnson
present worship music.
Chautauqua Catholic
Community
Daily Mass is at 8:45 a.m.
Saturday in the Episcopal
Chapel of the Good Shepherd.
The only Sunday Mass
is at 9:15 a.m. in the Hall of
Christ. The Rev. Msgr. Richard Sullivan of Erie, Pa., presides.
There is no 5 p.m. Saturday Vigil Mass or 12:10 p.m.
Sunday Mass.
Christian Science House
“Mind” is this week’s
Bible lesson subject. In addition to hearing about it at the
9:30 a.m. Sunday service, all
are welcome to study it during the week in our reading
room, open 24/7.

Morning Worship
Column by MARY LEE TALBOT
“Things have started to work … work being a loose term. This
is the moment when they actually hold you accountable for
seeing that the project they chose is completed.”
She was working with a mother whose child was not
thriving, a child who could only communicate with tears.
Katie worked with the mother to get her to hold the child
and gave her ideas on how to stimulate the child intellectually and emotionally.
The child grew, and became “normal, disruptive, curious
and chatty,” Campbell said. The mother opened up emotionally and reached out to her older children, as well, and
began to tell them, “I love you.”
“Katie said she could not take credit for the changes, just
that she gave the mother a route to find confidence,” Campbell
said. “Katie could have given up, but she loved the mother into
a solution. ‘All things,’ Katie wrote, ‘can be made new.’ ”
Chautauqua can be a community where dreams are
realized; it can become a community of peace and caring,

Campbell said.
“Chautauqua can be the Beloved Community where we
push our boundaries, where we love our neighbors who
may be strangers, people we don’t know or don’t have an
inborn empathy for,” she said.
The Beloved Community will not be conflict-free, she
said, but conflicts will be resolved with love. Sin will be
confessed, and forgiveness will be a reality. “It will be a
community that easily forgives, loves and does not hold
grudges,” she said.
“Chautauqua can say to the broader world that it is possible to be a community in which love is the order of the
day,” she continued. “Paul wrote to the Ephesians that they
were to ‘bear with one another in love.’ “
Campbell called the phrase “to bear with one another”
archaic, but in the birthing room, when a woman can’t
stand the pain of the birthing process anymore, she is told
to “bear down”; out of that effort comes new life.
“Bear down,” she said. “Love, gentleness, humility and
patience — this is what it will take if Chautauqua is to become the Beloved Community.”
The Rev. J. Paul Womack presided. The Rev. Ben Sorensen read
the Scripture. He is a lifelong Chautauquan and serves as an associate pastor at the First Presbyterian Church of Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., where he supervises children, youth, college and young adult
ministries. The Motet Choir sang “Amen, Amen,” arranged by
Lloyd Larson. Jared Jacobsen, organist and coordinator of worship
and sacred music, led the choir.
The Daney-Holden Chaplaincy Fund provided support for this
week’s services.

Episcopal Chapel of
the Good Shepherd

Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers)

Father Joseph Kozlowski,
Lockport, N.Y., celebrates the
Eucharist at 7:45 and 9 a.m.
Sunday in the Chapel of the
Good Shepherd.

The Religious Society of
Friends, Quakers, meets for
worship at 9:30 a.m. Sunday
in the Octagon Building on
the corner of Cookman and
Wythe avenues.

Food bank donations
Hurlbut Church is accepting non-perishable food
items for the Ashville Food
Pantry. Donations may be
dropped off at any time at
the Scott Avenue entrance of
the church.
Hurlbut Memorial
Community Church
A service of meditation,
Scriptures, songs, prayers
and communion will be held
from 8:30 to 9:15 a.m. Sunday
at Hurlbut Church, located
on the corner of Scott and
Pratt avenues.
Lutheran House
There is no liturgy Sunday at the Lutheran House.
All are encouraged to attend

Interfaith News
Compiled by Meg Viehe
the Sacred Song Service at 8
p.m. Sunday in the Amphitheater.
Metropolitan
Community Church
MCC wishes to thank Pat
Collins for serving as pastor/worship facilitator for
the past 13 years. Collins is
retiring this season. Collins
also served as coordinator
of the Chautauqua Gay and
Lesbian group for 11 years.
She has directed two LGBT
fall conferences at Bellinger
Hall with the third to be
held on Sept. 14. Collins and
her partner, Judy Lawrence,
have sold their home in Sherman and will be spending
summers with their grandchildren. They thank you for

your friendship and support.
MCC is pleased to announce the new worship
facilitator, Monte Thompson. He is educated with the
Episcopal Church. He and
his partner live in Mayville.
Presbyterian House
The Rev. Carolyn Grohman, a retired Presbyterian
minister from Rochester,
N.Y., and a member of the
board of trustees of the
Presbyterian
Association
of Chautauqua, preaches at
the 9:30 a.m. service Sunday
in the house chapel. Her
sermon, titled “Not Me, Oh
Lord!” is based on Jeremiah
1:4-10. Marjorie Kemper is
the pianist.

Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship
The Rev. Daniel Budd
considers “A Terrifying Lack
of Imagination” when he
speaks at the Unitarian Universalist service at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday at the Hall of Philosophy. Special vocal music is
provided by Rob and Quincy Northrup, accompanied
by Ann Weber. Coffee and
cookies follow the service.
Religious education for children ages 4 to 12 is provided
during the service at the Unitarian Universalist House, 6
Bliss.
United Methodist
The United Methodist
House concludes its summer
of celebration of its 125th an-

niversary with a 9:30 a.m.
Sunday worship in our chapel. The Rev. Joseph Patterson presents a sermon titled
“In Control.” Patterson is the
district superintendent of the
Erie-Meadville district in the
United Methodist Church’s
Western Pennsylvania Conference.
Join us after the Sacred
Song Service Sunday evening for our “Three Taps
Party.”
Unity of Chautauqua
Unity of Chautauqua welcomes the Rev. Ron Neff,
Louisville, Ky., to lead the
9:30 a.m. Sunday service in
the Hall of Missions. His
message is titled “The Whole
Truth.”
Neff is an ordained Unity
minister and makes his residence in Stuart, Fla., and in
Ashville, N.Y. During the
summer season, he is the
Unity minister coordinating
services at the Chautauqua
Institution.
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Muslim?
There’s an
app for that
APYA’s Bayat
explains offerings
available in app
stores that cater to
Islamic audience
fredo villaseñor
Staff Writer

There seems to be a
smartphone app for everything these days — social
media, weather forecasts
and even an app that
shows the exact direction
of Mecca. And that’s just
one of the many apps that
are made specifically for
Muslims.
Jawad Bayat, one of the
four coordinators of the
Abrahamic Program for
Young Adults, was asked
for recommendations on
which apps he finds most
useful. The APYA program is an initiative of
Chautauqua Institution’s
Department of Religion
that aims to engage the
community with interfaith dialogue and cooperation. Bayat is currently
studying in the Islamic
Chaplaincy Program at
Hartford Seminary.
Zabihah is Bayat’s
most-used app, which he
uses to find local halal
restaurants — meaning
that the food is permissible by Islamic law —
and mosques. Users can
search for venues by distance or by rating and can
write their own reviews.
Two other apps that
Bayat frequently uses are
alQuran, which is an electronic version of the Quran,
and Islamic Compass.
“Muslims all around
the world pray in the direction of Mecca, where
the Kaaba is,” he said.
”The first thing you do
when you go to a new
place you haven’t been to
is figure out the direction
of Mecca.”
Many of the apps that
Bayat has on his smartphone give him “spiritual
nourishment,” he said.
Some are Islamic in nature, such as an app that
provides quotes by the
Sufi mystic Rumi, while
others are not, such as one
that provides quotes by
the Dalai Lama.
During Ramadan, Bayat frequently used iDuas
Ramadhan, which contains a collection of supplications and salutations
to be recited each day
during the month.
“This app … draws
from a long tradition of
what many Muslims have
done over the years,” he
said. “And what they’ve
done is made [prayer] electronic, so we don’t have to
carry around big books
throughout the mosque;
you can use your iPad or
your iPhone.”
When asked if some of
his apps would be frowned
upon in Muslim communities, Bayat responded, “I
don’t know. There are just
so many Muslims. They
might say, ‘Don’t use [the
Quran app] while you’re
in the bathroom.’ It’s probably bad etiquette.”
Innovation is often
looked down upon in Islam, Bayat explained. The
imam, the person who
directs Islamic prayer
and delivers a sermon,
is generally expected to
lead the congregation in
the exact way the Prophet
Muhammad did 1,400
years ago.
“But there are others
that are OK with innovation,” he said. “As long it
doesn’t damage the [religion’s] core principles.”

Benjamin Hoste | Staff Photographer

The four coordinators of the Abrahamic Program for Young Adults, pose on the steps of Hurlbut Church at the beginning of the 2013 Season.
From left to right, Sydney Maltese (Christian), Jawad Bayat (Islam, rear), Farrah Walji (Islam) and Moshe Givental (Judaism).

APYA coordinators reflect
on their summer at Chautauqua
fredo villaseñor | Staff Writer

I

n 2006, Chautauqua Institution’s Department of Religion founded the
Abrahamic Program for Young Adults, an initiative that aims to engage the
community with interfaith dialogue and cooperation. The coordinators for
the 2013 Season were Moshe Givental (Judaism), Sydney Maltese (Christianity),
Jawad Bayat (Islam) and Farrah Walji (Islam). Below are excerpted versions
of their reflections on the season. The full versions are posted on the Daily’s
website at chqdaily.com.
Moshe Givental
Jewish Coordinator

I would argue that each
one of us, each one of you sitting in the audience, is a vital
organ of the human family. It
is not just your community or
wisdom tradition that is vital
to the health of humanity; it is
you yourself as an individual.
The threats to our planet’s
health and human dignity
everywhere are so dire today
that the contribution and wisdom of each and every individual is all the more vital.
So I want to challenge you
today: Do not be afraid to be
yourself. Do not be afraid to
stand up for what you believe
in your heart of hearts, no
matter what anyone else says,
and no matter how many people disagree with you. Don’t
be afraid to help a person in
need, even if you are tired and
the other person looks terribly “other.” And lastly, but
perhaps most importantly,
don’t forget to search out the
vitality of that “other” sitting
across the table, across the
city, country or religion. The
idea that every one of you is
absolutely vital doesn’t just
mean that you are important,
but that we all hold a holy
spark of vitality that is a necessary part of the health of
each other human being and
humanity as a whole.
It is no wonder that both
the Jewish and Muslim traditions teach that to save a life
is as if to save an entire world,
and to destroy a life is as if
to destroy an entire world.
Each one of you is an absolutely unique and irreplaceable spark of God. So I want

to challenge you again: Don’t
forget to stoke the fire of your
own spark, and always be on
the lookout for how you can
see God and be enriched by
the sparks of wisdom and holiness in others around you.
Sydney Maltese

Christian Coordinator

I really didn’t plan to be
here this summer. I never really make plans. I always go
with what calls to me. I never
set out to create an oasis for
the family of Abraham — but
the family certainly created
an oasis for me.
How did I serendipitously
stumble here? It might have
started seven years ago, when
I realized that other people
were not invincible. You see,
I grew up in a wheelchair
— and listen, I’d rather have
your hate than your pity for
my wheelchair days — and
I always felt it was riotously
unfair of God to have given
every other person I encountered perfectly functional legs
and to keep me trapped in a
dysfunctional body.
That was when I learned
about the difference between
equality and justice. One
could treat me and any other
kids as equals, certainly, but
we would never be the same,
because I would always carry a physical disadvantage.
I wanted a just playing field,
not an equal playing field.
I learned that other people were not invincible, and
some felt just the same way
as I did — people of other
races, of other cultures, of
other religions. There may
be equality in this country,

but there certainly wasn’t justice everywhere. I was pretty
fired up about this because I
knew what it felt like to be on
the wrong side of “different.”
I wanted to fight for what I
thought justice might be.
Well, it didn’t take me too
long to realize that I wasn’t
going to change things by
fighting. First of all, I can fight
you just about as well as I can
throw you. (Use your imaginations.) But I learned, thank
God, that people respond so
much better to compassion
than to compulsion, to empathy than enmity, to love rather
than hate. And you can make
such a profound difference
simply by modeling the peace
you wish to see in the world.
So that’s what led me to
this oasis — the desire to
stand with those who are different, who come at life with
a variety of advantages and
disadvantages, to celebrate
each other in what makes us
diverse and beautiful and to
seek together justice though
our compassion and our love.
Jawad Bayat

Muslim Coordinator

Once upon a time, a traveling grammarian came to a
body of water and enlisted the
services of a boatman to ferry
him across. As they made their
way, the grammarian asked
the boatman, “Do you know
the science of grammar?”
The
humble
boatman
thought for a moment and admitted somewhat dejectedly
that he did not. Issuing his definitive conclusion, the grammarian declared, “You’ve
wasted half your life.”

read full text
of these reflections at
chqdaily.com
Not much later, a storm began to blow up on the sea so
that the small vessel was in
peril of turning over. The boatman asked the grammarian,
“Do you know the science of
swimming?” When the grammarian replied that he did
not, the boatman said, “You’ve
wasted your entire life.”
Farrah Walji

Muslim Coordinator

I will take many things
with me, but the most important thing that I have retained
from this experience is the
inspiration for a master plan
of mine. Has anyone read If
You Give a Mouse a Cookie by
Laura Numeroff? Well, if you
give a mouse a cookie, he’s going to want some milk, then a
mirror to check out his milk
moustache, and so on and so
forth until the cycle is complete to where he wants another cookie.
Similarly, what would happen if we were to give a child
a seed of love? If you give a
child a seed of love, he’s going
to want a play date. If he gets
a play date, he’s going to want
a friendship. Once he gets a
friendship, he’s going to want
to dialogue; this process will
continue until eventually that
child will also plant a seed of
love. So if you’ve gotten nothing else during your time here
today, I hope you remember
one thing: You have to give a
little love to get a little love.
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Mayville

The village of Mayville is the closest village to the
Chautauqua Institution
Mayville

9

8

6

Mayville / Chautauqua Chamber of Commerce 2013 Events
Aug. 24: 9 a.m -10 p.m.,
Celtic Festival and Gathering
of the Clans, Lakeside Park,
Mayville, 96thhighlanders.
com/festival.html or (716)
753-0525 for information

Saturdays Club Social 9:00 pm to 12:30 am. Webb’s

Sept. 7: 12:30 – 1:30 p.m.,
Garden Tour, Red Brick
Farm, W. Lake Rd., Mayville, northlakegrowers.com
or (716) 753-3242/2013 for
information
Sept. 19-22: 16th Annual
Jazz at Chautauqua, Athenaeum Hotel, 3 S. Lake Dr.,
Chautauqua, jazzatchq.com

Sept. 27-29: 10 a.m. – 4
p.m.,
Quilting
Around
Chautauqua, Chautauqua
Institution, quiltingaroundchautaqua.com or (800) 8211881 for information

Every Saturday & Sunday during the summer
(beginning late May - 9 a.m.
– 3 p.m.) – Flea Market,
Dart Airport, Mayville, NY
(Hartfield area), outdoor
flea market. For more information call (716) 753-2160

4

3

Sept. 28: 12:30-1:30 p.m.,
Garden Tour, Red Brick
Farm, W. Lake Rd, Mayville, northlakegrowers.com
or (716) 753-3242/2013 for
information
Feb. 14 – 16: 2014 President’s Day Weekend Winter
Festival, Lakeside Park,
Mayville,
www.mayvillechautauqua.org for information or call (716) 7533113 or email to dmarsala@
chautauquachamber.org

Lakeside Park, Rt. 394,
Mayville –Enjoy swimming during the summer
(lifeguards on duty), tennis
courts, playground area,
new community center/
bathhouse, basketball court,
infield

6

9

8

1

9

Chautauqua
Institution

Exit the Chautauqua Institution main gate, turn right.
Shop, Play & Dine all within 3.5 miles.

3

7

4

2

1

Great Gift Shops•Restaurants
•Boating •Candy Shoppe •Shopping
4

Chautauqua
Lake

94

August 29 Country Royalty
FREE Entertainment in
the Park concert, Lakeside
Park, Mayville, for information (716) 753-3113 or www.
mayvillechautauqua.org

Sundays: Chris Vogt Trio 6:00 pm to 9:00 pm Webb’s
Captain’s Table Restaurant
Entertainment 115 West
Lake Road - Route 394
Phone 716-753-3960

or (877) 426-8056 for information

5

E3
UT
RO

Aug 30: Day Old Soup:
- 9:00 pm to 12:30 am.
Webb’s Captain’s Table Restaurant Entertainment 115
West Lake Road - Route 394
Phone 716-753-3960

Captain’s Table Restaurant
Entertainment 115 West
Lake Road - Route 394
Phone 716-753-3960

7

5

2
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Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:

To the following who helped make 2013 happen in the
Amphitheater, thanks for another great season!
Thank you to Vice President and Director of Programming Marty W. Merkley; Amphitheater crew members Wesley Wright (crew chief), Mike Lee, Anthony Amoroso, Alex
Glazier, Cal Edborg, Eric Lemke and Tyler LeBarron; Amphitheater audio team Chris Dahlie (department head), Colin
Braeger and Julie Phillips; orchestra stage manager/mover
Marisa Caruso; and assistant to the Amphitheater manager
Art Breitenbach.
Thank you to house manager Jennifer Jansen and Amphitheater ushers: Sally Aamot, Janice Anderson, Bob Boell, Gina
Burnett, Connie Cash, Fred and Sally Conrad, Morgan Daley, Shirley Davis, Brian Emert, Tom Finger, Cathy Floriani,
Kathryn Guest, Emily Hatfield, Fran Heath, Kyle Hilbinger,
Melissa Hoitink, Robby Hoitink, Peter Isaac, Steve and Grace
Lipman, Gayle McKinney, Sandra Nolan, Gary O’Brien, Patty Perlee, Sarah Schmitz, Deanna Selioutski, Harriet Sessler,
Isabella Spann, Marlene Thibault, Lisa Troche, Claire Webster and Betsy Wipasuramonton.
Thanks to IATSE Local 266 (lighting, followspot ops, loaders, projection and many late nights): Eric Bolling, Les Buhite,
Daryl Damcott, Dave Damcott, Jerry Holmes, Norm Johnson,
Jim Jones, Irvin King, Gordy Pugh, John Samuelson, Mel
Swanson, Nolan Swanson and Jim Wilson.
Thanks to sweepers Victoria Baca, Jarrett Bates, Aaron
Schneider, Gregory Schroeder, Amy Smith and Phillip Wells;
backstage cleaners Steve and Grace Lipman; guest bench
movers and floor rollers Phillip Wells, Aaron Schneider, Jarret Bates and the Lenna Hall crew.
Program Office Housing Coordinator Dawn Spicer-Dake;
Program Office Travel Coordinator Franchesca Fee and other
members of the Program Office team: Wendy Limberg, Sarah
Malinoski-Umberger, Andi Swartzman, Sheryl Thayer and
Drew Lang.
Drivers Bill Brockman (head driver), Scott Brasted, Jeff
Carlson, Marty Hendrickson, Bob Hendrickson, Ernie Howard, Jerry Ireland, John Jackson, Ron Kellner, Sid Lyons, Sam
Prinzi, Dave Shideler, Bill Storey, Gordon Wahlgren and Jerry
Warner
Piano tuners Bob Bussell and Bruce Fellows; audio/backline/lighting contractor (and many late nights, too) Advanced
Production Group of Dunkirk, Dan Beckley, Chris Wilson,
Jake, Devin, Zach, Chuck, Dave, and the rest of the crew; A/V
contractor Grisé A/V of Erie, Pa., Don Grisé and Greg Hardner; Ulla Larson, catering; and Amanda Wickmark, dressing
room hospitality.

Perhaps Chautauqua should establish a Social Justice Center as Helene Gayle and others have suggested. Designed
with care, the center could be a major tool to strengthen the
dialog on diversity and social justice, as well as a rallying
point for a new younger base.
Chautauqua faces many challenges throughout the next
decade. Attendance is declining; the cost to visit is rising (to
a level that is now unaffordable for many). Attracting a new
base of younger attendees is crucial regardless of race. It will
involve recognition of their values and making Chautauqua
attractive to them.
We need to be directing energy and focus toward what
can move the Institution into the future. Chautauqua needs
diversity of the broadest kind with a new global awareness
that will be remarkable for all that it embraces.
Therefore, any steps toward a new Social Justice Center
should be dedicated to the totality of global social justice
struggles, covering a broad range of social issues, both at
home and abroad. To be consistent with Chautauqua’s approach, the Social Justice Center must not be associated with
particular religions or creeds, or charismatic individuals
whose fame may overly influence critical thinking or narrow
the center’s interests.
At this seminal moment, it is instructive to remember that
Chautauqua is an assembly, not a political movement. It is
centered in faith, but not all of us believe faith should be centered in political and social objectives. Meanwhile, we should
focus on fostering and advancing conversations about all issues, without politicizing faith.
In any 21st-century definition, diversity must extend beyond race and include culture, ethnicity, gender, age, religion, language, disabilities, sexual orientation, gender identity, socioeconomic status, and geographic region.
The Social Justice Center’s very name should be as generic
and inclusive as possible, to allow for the broadest inclusion of
social justice issues. It should also communicate Chautauqua.
It has been suggested Chautauqua should honor Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. by naming a building or center for
him, but such labeling could have the unfortunate result
of pigeon-holing its agenda in addition to competing in the
public mind with the many, many other institutions already
named after Dr. King, who had no direct historical connection to Chautauqua. Admittedly, Booker T. Washington, a
civil rights figure who actually spoke at Chautauqua in the
1800s, would have little resonance for a younger generation
today. But using the name of any social justice hero — be it
Dr. King, Nelson Mandela, Cesar Chavez, Mahatma Gandhi
or Susan B. Anthony — seems to set limits on what should be
a wide-open mission.
In a 1998 New York Times article, President Dan Bratton addressed the diversity challenge and Alfreda W. Irwin commented, “Chautauqua is very open and would like to have
all sorts of people come here and participate. I think it will
happen, just naturally.’’
Our mission now must be to maintain that openness,
without religious or political agenda, and to become a platform for social justice conversations of the 21st century.
Gayle should be asked to head a new national advisory
committee of thinkers to help Chautauqua reach a broader
audience by focusing on pressing issues of our time. This
should be done so Chautauqua remains relevant. In the
arts, focusing on new partnerships around access, engagement and inclusion can start before constructing a new
building or deciding which hero of social justice to honor.
Primarily, we need to attract new attendees and keep all
missions open, vibrant and encouraging to a new generation.

Keith Schmitt

Amphitheater Manager

Dear Editor:
As we come to the end of Chautauqua’s 2013 season, this is
to publicly thank Chautauqua Cinema for its part.
The annual film festival has been full of a variety, great
movies have been advertised in your paper as well as with
timely flyers. They really help you plan good choices including the classic film series with David Zinman, film historian.
Here, on the grounds, we can enjoy current movies in a
charming, well-maintained little theater with candy or treats
such as fresh buttered popcorn (their comfortable seats even
have armrest holders for your popcorn or drink).
Many thanks to Billy Schmidt, the cinema’s owner, and
staff for carrying on this on the grounds traditional season
pleasure.
Special thanks to Billy who helps find “lost in the theater”
items like hats and cellphones.
We look forward to going to the cinema next year!
Rosemarie Fay Loomis

Letters to the Editor
Correspondence from our readers

Dear Editor:
On Monday Michael Roizen did an outstanding job (despite technical difficulties) presenting preventive measures
on healthy living and suggestions for individual and group
health care. He highlighted the anti-smoking initiatives at the
Cleveland Clinic. Second-hand smoke is the combination of
smoke that burns off the end of a cigarette or cigar that actually contains more harmful substances than the smoke inhaled
by the smoker. It was especially interesting that the Cleveland Clinic took the lead in 2005 on initiating anti-smoking
policies across its campuses. It also supported antismoking
efforts throughout Ohio, culminating in a 2006 statewide ban
on smoking in the workplace and public places.
For the next three years Chautauqua will continue to invite successful reformers and practitioners like Dr. Roizen to
share their insights and innovations on health care. On this
anti-smoking issue wouldn’t it be a real step forward for the
Institution’s board of trustees to create a smoke-free campus
by 2015?
Linda Ulrich-Hagner

102 Mina Edison

Dear Editor:
I had the opportunity to take a tennis lesson with Phil
Rogers (who has returned to teaching tennis at Chautauqua
after a 45-year hiatus) in the form of the “Shot of the Day”
at the Chautauqua Tennis Center. My friends who also participated today agree with me that Phil offers tennis teaching
that is unique, surprising, and helpful to tennis players at
any level of play.
Phil Rogers: another gift of Chautauqua!
Mark Altschuler
28 Miller

							
Dear Editor:

Tuesday afternoon at the 2 p.m. lecture by Dr. Richard
Fratianne at the Hall of Philosophy, we were given a rare
glimpse into the life and practice of a truly dedicated physician.
The retired 81-year-old gave his life to help others — many
of whom were hopeless victims of tragic fires. Fratianne
states that his Christian faith is fueled by faith, hope, love,
and humility. He applies these principles to his everyday life,
including his profession, citing examples from his team, who
represented a variety of faith backgrounds. Their follow-up
patient care, consisting of support groups and annual retreats, is most unusual in today’s medical circles.
Following his lecture, a member of Chautauqua’s staff
commented on the fact that Chautauqua is an “ecumenical
community” and that Dr. Fratianne’s remarks did not represent this community.
This left me wondering, if we are truly striving to be diverse and ecumenical at Chautauqua, are not one’s Christian
beliefs welcomed, or at least permitted, in addition to all others?
Rachael Hall
17A Miller

Dear Editor:
I am happy for Greg Miller that “a good Chautuaquan”
found his money at the ATM machine and turned it in. My
hope is that we could continue with a “good Chautauquan”
story and ask if the person who stole my bike from my G-8
parking space in the South Lot would kindly return it. It is
a worn, 20-year-old piece of equipment but certainly makes
my life easier to have it waiting for me when I pull in. I guess
they felt their needs were greater than mine.
Joany Metzgar

Dear Editor:
I have just walked out on the appalling presentation of Dr.
Richard Fratianne at the Hall of Philosophy. In our open and
accepting Chautauqua community, how is it possible that
such a one-sided person could speak as he did? He managed
to insult members of all religions including his own. Does he
really believe his religion is better than all others? I hope he
noticed when a sizable group of us left in protest.
Irene K. Smith

Russell, Pa.

A Descriptive Essay
I have been coming to Chautauqua, New York, for my
whole life. I go to the Girls’ Club, and I love it. My friends
there come from all over the world. My family and I go to
Chautauqua because we love it and we get to see my grandparents.
One of my favorite places in Chautauqua is Bestor Plaza. I
love Bestor Plaza because it feels so open and welcoming. Sitting in the middle of Bestor Plaza with an ice cream from the
Brick Walk Cafe, I taste creamy vanilla and smooth, runny
hot fudge. I feel so welcome, like I am a part of this community. I hear kids screaming as they miss the Frisbee by an
inch. I hear kids begging their parents for one more penny
that they can throw into the fountain. I also hear the bell tower’s song every hour. I see people eating ice cream, passing a
ball back and forth, reading a book, showing off a new magic
trick to some friends and people playing music and painting.
Every year there is a night called Old First Night that celebrates Chautauqua’s birthday and recognizes the people of
Chautauqua. Everyone gathers in the Amphitheater (thousands of people!). The president of Chautauqua gives a talk,
and all of the kids who go to Club get onstage and sing the
Club song. At the end, the President calls out a number representing the number of years people have been coming to
Chautauqua. People stand up when the number of years
they’ve been coming to Chautauqua has been called. The
more years a person has been coming to Chautauqua, the
longer they stay standing. I have been coming to Chautauqua for 13 summers, so I would stay standing until the number 14 is called. Some people have been going for more than
85 years. I hope to be one of those people. My goal is to go
to Chautauqua for every remaining year of my life, because
Chautauqua is my second home.
Sophie Tucker, 12
Washington, D.C.

Dear Editor:
After an Amphitheater dance performance I was not looking and tripped on the ramp going up to the stage for the
dancers. As I fell, usher Bob Boell broke my fall and we both
went down together. His quick actions saved me from serious injury.
Bob and ushers Brian and Dianna provided first aid. My
thanks to Bob (a retired minister), Brian (a butcher at Lighthouse Point Grocery) and Dianna (who delivers horses).
Ron Katz
212 St. Elmo

Dear Editor:
Here is my list of “11 things I love about Chautauqua.” I
hope it encourages others to come up with their own list.

Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:

C. Angus Schaal

As we wind down yet another season and prepare to return to our lives at home, we think back on all the motions
of Chautauqua. We see in our mind’s eye the movements on
the ground of the early morning joggers, walkers and bikers
exercising as the sun slowly rises. We remember the grounds
crews, landscapers and other employees preparing us for another day.
We think of the ballerinas, lithely gliding across the Amp
stage, the symphony instruments and conductors moving together in magnetic rhythm, the softball players running, the
many Chautauquans scurrying between events, the bicycles
speeding along, and Joan Brown Campbell majestically directing the congregation at the 10:45 a.m. Sunday service.
As we gaze into the sky we see the birds heading south toward their winter home, as we head toward ours. The tennis
balls arcing up and floating down again.
And finally we view the water — the sailboats, skiers, the
calm blue Chautauqua Lake.
So the ebbs and flows of our Chautauqua world on land,
sky and water stay with us and help sustain the memories,
feelings and emotions of another season filled with growth,
challenge, joy, fun, occasional sorrows and setbacks but still
with an optimistic outlook for our future — not just next season but the many more to come for us, our children, grandchildren and future generations, who will share and continue our treasured legacy.
William E. Bates
P.O. Box 1352

1.

The variety of educational experiences — this year we
began with the space program, continued with learning about the demise of African elephants and eventually got to the country of Turkey.
2. The well-informed audience and the good questions
asked in the Q-and-A.
3. Feeling safe walking the grounds, especially walking
home alone after the evening program.
4. The programs by Symphony Partners, the CLSC, Department of Religion, the special opera in the Amphitheater, etc.
5. The applause for Tom Becker every time he introduces a
program and begins with “my name is Tom Becker and
I serve as president of Chautauqua Institution.”
6. The beautiful and sometimes hidden gardens with
benches throughout the grounds.
7. Parents playing with children on Bestor Plaza.
8. Cinnamon buns from the cafe.
9. Efficient and friendly postal employees.
10. The changing weather and the need for a light jacket,
raincoat, shawl, winter coat and a sundress.
11. The Chautauquan Daily, which most of us take for granted but we truly could not do without.
Martha Neebes

66 Crescent
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A beginning to enjoy at season’s end

I

n the summer of 1953, Chautauqua Institution was in
its 80th year, prompting some reflection on its origin
— a material representation of which was published
in The Chautauquan Daily in two parts on July 7 and
July 10, titled “Early Days of Chautauqua,” by Kate P.
Bruch.
She wrote that in September 1871, she attended a
small camp meeting at Fair Point on Chautauqua Lake,
“the place now known as ‘Chautauqua.’ ” She had been
invited by Dr. W.W. Wythe and was accompanied by
Margaret Miller, the wife of Jacob Miller, Chautauqua
co-founder Lewis Miller’s brother. At the time, the
grounds belonged to the Erie Conference Camp Meeting
Association.
Bruch wrote that “Mrs. Miller and I rented a tent that
was located on lot No. 16,” the very lot on which the
Lewis Miller cottage was later constructed. Hiram Pratt,
superintendent of the grounds, told Bruch that until May
1871, “the sound of an axe had not been heard in that
woods.”
The trees were immense in size, Bruch wrote; there
were seas of nodding ferns, “a profusion of wild flowers, creeping vines, running pine, beautiful mosses and
lichens.” The lake was delightful, and Bruch found along
it a combination of “cultivated lands — dotted with farm
houses” as well as great stretches of uninhabited shoreline covered with thick forest. The lake contained “cool,
clear water that sparkled and danced in the sunlight, or
gave subdued but beautiful reflection of the moonlight.”
Almost a year later, in August 1872, Bruch, her sister,
Lydia P. Kitt, and Lewis Miller attended a session of the
“Ohio State Camp meeting for the promotion of Holiness,” held on the fairgrounds in Canton, Ohio. They sat
under a tree, separate from the congregation while the
religious services were in progress, and they discussed
the desirability of camp meetings. Camp meetings were
raucous, spontaneous affairs, they said, led by itinerant
preachers and devoted to soul-saving and conversion. So
it came as a surprise when, after listening to the singing of worshippers at the Canton meeting, Miller asked
Bruch and Kitt, “Girls, why would it not be a good thing
to have a Sunday School Camp meeting?”
When the women protested that they had had enough
of camp meetings, Miller said, “Oh I do not mean a
regular camp-meeting; I ought rather to call it a Sunday
School out-door meeting or S.S. Wood’s meeting or Institute or Convention, where all persons interested in Sunday School work could meet — say for three weeks — for
bible study, normal class work, and general instruction
relating to Sunday School work.”

The Daily Record
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He added that there could be music, lectures and
pleasant recreation, and it would all be mingled with
“appropriate devotional exercises.” They ended up
calling it an Assembly. But first, Miller would have to
sell the idea to John Heyl Vincent, then the secretary of
the Methodist Episcopal Sunday School Union. Miller
wanted Vincent to be head of the Department of Instruction, but from the beginning, Vincent did not think an
outdoor Sunday School camp would meet with success.
That detail notwithstanding, Bruch told Miller that
“when you are ready to have the out-door meeting, let
me name the place.” Miller asked Bruch what she had in
mind. She wrote that she answered, “Fair Point, Chautauqua Lake.”
In August 1873, Bruch attended the Fair Point camp
again, this time with Jacob Miller and his wife. They
were chaperones to a party of young people. She wrote
that they reached the “camp ground on the last day of
the camp-meeting,” camping there for 10 days before
Lewis Miller joined them. “Mr. Miller and party were
the guests of our camping party during their stay at the
Lake,” she wrote.
Bruch wrote that during their visit, Miller reported
that he had discussed the outdoor Sunday School meeting with Vincent. They had taken a carriage ride from
Akron to Mount Union, Ohio, to attend commencement
exercises. During the trip, Vincent agreed to the plan
and “consented to take charge of the Department of
Instruction.” They visited Fair Point together in August
while the camp meeting had been in session and found
the location to be desirable.
They consulted with Dr. Wythe, who favored the project, obtained the consent of the trustees of the Campmeeting Association and fixed on August 1874 as the
time for the first Sunday School Assembly.
Bruch wrote that “there was much to do in ‘settling’
furniture, carpets and curtains in the cottage and tent,

and in getting tickets and other things in order for the
coming Assembly. The only boarding house was a large,
rough building on a hill above us, where we got our
meals, as did all who came to lecture or instruct.”
Bruch wrote that Miller felt responsible for the comfort and entertainment of those who came to lecture,
providing lodging in his cottage or in the tents nearby.
There was great pleasure in meeting and associating
with the distinguished persons, “but the many calls
upon our time and strength left no time for systematic study. The ‘many things’ would go all wrong for
the Marys, if the Marthas were not ‘careful and troubled,’ ”Bruch wrote.
Vincent’s work was beyond praise, and “whenever he
spoke, for a longer or shorter time, the people crowded
forward eagerly, to hear every word he said,” Bruch
wrote. “His wit and his wisdom, were like the waters of
a clear, bubbling spring always sparkling and refreshing.”
As for the president of the Sunday School Assembly,
Miller “was in demand always and everywhere. He
seemed untiring in his efforts to keep all things running
smoothly.”
Everything in that first year was deemed a success,
but the end would finally arrive. “I will never forget the
circumstances attending the last session of the Assembly, the evening before the final breaking up and parting
of the next morning,” Bruch wrote. “It was a meeting of
thanksgiving and praise to God for the wonderful success of the undertaking.
“Everybody seemed happy, and there was general
rejoicing,” she continued. “Words of praise and congratulation were spoken of some who had contributed to the
success of the Assembly.” But Lewis Miller was nowhere
to be found, nor was his absence noticed. His name was
not mentioned anywhere. Bruch and her friends resented
the lapse, seeing that the “Father of Chautauqua” — at
once the strong foundation and beautiful superstructure
— had been utterly ignored.
Upon returning to the Miller home, they found the
man exhausted on the couch. He had been called upon
to repair some of the machinery used for pumping water
“and had been hard at work all evening.” His friends
were full of indignation at the omission of his praise
during the evening meeting and “could not refrain from
giving expression to our feelings,” Bruch wrote. “Mr.
Miller lay quiet while we gave vent to our wrath, then
simply said: ‘Well, ladies never mind; it matters little
who gets the praise, if only the thing is a success, and
the work goes on.’ ”

Mayville artist Engstrom spreads joy through sculptures
KELLY TUNNEY
Staff Writer

Nearly two dozen men
and women have become
a staple in the Chautauqua community. They are
stationed throughout the
grounds: clustered in front
of the Hall of Missions,
forming a semicircle in
the parsonage lawn across
from Hurlbut Church and
emerging from various gardens. Kirsten Engstrom’s
sculptures stand with open
arms, open mouths and
open hearts, encapsulating
her goal to spread joy to
those who see them.
The number of sculptures on the grounds has
grown since the first ones
took their stations in front
of the Hall of Missions
about seven years ago.
These five female sculptures were introduced to
the Institution when Joan
Brown Campbell, director of the Department of
Religion, put out a call for
artwork or poetry to be displayed around the grounds
that represented hope and
the Chautauqua community.
“I thought, if my sculptures do anything, that’s
what they do,” Engstrom
said.
So Engstrom loaded ﬁve
of her sculptures into her
van, drove to the Institution
and explained to the assistant in Campbell’s oﬃce that
she had artwork she would
like to contribute. The assis-

tant told Engstrom to leave it
on her desk. Laughing, Engstrom said that wouldn’t be
possible.
At that moment, Marty
Merkley, Institution vice
president and director of
programming, walked by
the oﬃce. He lives near Engstrom in Mayville, N.Y., and
had seen her working on
the sculptures in her front
yard. She explained to him
the assistant’s request. Understanding the diﬃculty of
placing ﬁve 3-foot-tall sculptures on a desk, he gave her
permission to place them in
front of the Hall of Missions,
where they have stood ever
since.
Engstrom never thought
she would be an artist. It
certainly wasn’t in her plan;
her sister was the creative
one. Engstrom studied
math and English at the
University of South Florida,
but during her senior year,
she decided to take a fun
elective. She chose to learn
to sculpt clay. In her ﬁ rst
class, her professor directed the students to the clay
bin, informed them that
they had six weeks to make
eight things and left.
She was distressed. She
studied math and English
— what did she know about
clay that would allow her to
pass the class without any
formal instruction? That
night, she had a dream that
would inspire her work.
“I was that ball of clay
down in the clay bin,” Engstrom said. “I was wet and

KATIE McLEAN | STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Kirsten Engstrom’s sculptures are very personal pieces of artwork. Engstrom says that each one is her — they each contain a part of
her soul and personality.

dark and inert and cold, but
I knew in my heart that any
moment, two hands were
going to reach into that
clay bin and shape me into
something that I had never
been before.”
When she woke, she
looked at her own hands —
working hands — and realized she could choose to turn

this class into a positive experience. The next class, she
asked an art student to teach
her how to work with the
clay. The student instructed
Engstrom to start out slowly,
roll snakelike strips and connect them to form a vessel.
“Instinctively, I made a
hand come out of the vessel
and reach around and form

the vessel,” Engstrom said.
“I kind of knew in my heart
— not that very day, but as
I made these vessels — that
what my artwork was, for
me, was me recreating myself and changing myself in
the process.”
Though they may look
impossible to move, the
sculptures weigh around 100
pounds. Engstrom uses concrete reinforced with wire.
The bodies are hollow, and
she places a metal bar at the
bottom so that owners can
chain them to prevent them
being stolen.
The sculptures’ heads,
arms and hands are made of
high-ﬁre clay. She chose the
clay so that the sculptures
could be easily repaired.
If a ﬁnger breaks oﬀ in extreme weather conditions or
if someone simply snaps it
oﬀ, the owner can detach the

hand, bring it to Engstrom
and she will ﬁx the broken
pieces.
Engstrom pours much
time and care into the
sculptures, as they are a
reflection of her journey
through life. For her, this
process is a way to create
artwork that people can respond to. And people definitely respond. They speak
to the sculptures, hold a
hand or decorate them with
beads and scarves. They tell
the sculptures their secrets.
“When I’m making my
sculptures, I talk to them,
and I say, ‘Unless you make
me giggle, laugh or feel
hopeful, you’re not done,’ ”
Engstrom said. “That’s
what I hope happens when
people look at my sculptures — that it makes them
feel good.”
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At Children’s School, an emphasis on creativity and freedom to explore
chad m. weisman
Staff Writer

“Every Child is an Artist.”
This is the mantra that
adorns the wall above the
classroom in the Sheldon
Hall of Education, where
the 6s, the oldest age group
at Chautauqua Institution’s
Children’s School, receive
guidance from a staff of experienced teachers.
The learning begins on the
bus, where every weekday
morning Bijou Miller gets
to ride around the grounds
with many of the school’s
students.
“It’s the best job in Chautauqua,” Miller said. “Don’t
tell anyone.”
Miller is an actress and
singer who also teaches voice
and drama in New York City.
At the Children’s School, her
job is to make the kids feel
comfortable from the first
minute of their first day.
After singing “Wheels on
the Bus” for 14 seasons, Miller must be doing something
right.
“I have kids that insist on
sitting together,” she said.
“They didn’t know each
other the first morning, and
suddenly they want to be on
the bus together. There are
great conversations on that
bus. It’s really fun to see.”
From the bus to the classroom, the seed from which the
Institution took root remains
a foundation of the Children’s
School: raising young children. After all, Chautauqua
was originally a camp for
Sunday School teachers.
Kit Trapasso, the director
of the Children’s School, is
cognizant of his organization’s place in the Institution’s tradition of lifelong
education.
“Chautauqua was a forerunner of ideas and thoughts
on how to be better-trained
kindergarten
teachers,”
Trapasso said in a 2011 pro-

»

on the grounds

Lost and Found
A lost-and-found office
is located next to the
Farmers Market, south of
the Main Gate Welcome
Center (716-357-6314).

motional video for the Children’s School. “We try to
give [the children] a wellrounded sense of what this
community is about, so that
hopefully, we’re setting the
tone for the next generation
of Chautauquans.”
This effort begins by setting a comfortable tone for
each student on each day of
each week of the season.
“Every week, we’re getting brand-new kids,” said
teacher Bobbi Savage. “We
know how to prepare. We
have buttons for the kids,
cubbies, activities.”
Savage’s daughter Clarissa also teaches at the school.
“We’re not a school in the
way that we have to meet
goals and teach them certain things,” Clarissa said.

“I have kids that
insist on sitting
together. They didn’t
know each other the
first morning, and
suddenly they want
to be on the bus
together. There are
great conversations
on that bus. It’s really
fun to see.”
— Bijou Miller

“This is all about exploring
and getting them to try new
things.”
Children’s School teachers retain keen awareness of
their students’ affinities.
“It’s fun for us to see how
many different kinds of
things we can do throughout the day,” Clarissa said.
“What’s really fun, though,
is finding out what’s going
to engage which children.
Maybe one child doesn’t
want to play with blocks,
but they want to create an
art project later in the day.
It’s what triggers them and
gets them engaged. That’s
what’s really exciting.”
The staff members of

GREG FUNKA | STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Students in the Green Room taught by Joann Borg act out “Humpty Dumpty” for parents and other family members on July 12 at
Children’s School’s first open house of the season.

the Children’s School remain unanimous in their
core purpose, which teacher
Hugh Ottaway expressed
most clearly: “For the kids to
have fun; to do as much as
we can.”
“It’s a great place to bring
your children to start the education process,” said Laura
Giberson, a music teacher for
the Children’s School. “It’s
a very flexible and welcoming environment, and while
there is structure, there is a
lot of room to be creative.”
Giberson, a graduate of
the music education program at the State University
of New York at Fredonia,
loves exposing kids to music,
though she is not alone in

her efforts.
“It’s a very collaborative
place to work,” she said. “If
I have extra time, I’ll go with
another group and help out,
just to be with the kids.”
The Children’s School also
collaborates with groups
across the grounds.
“There are fabulous preschools across the country,”
Trapasso said, “but we have
the availability of opera, theater, arts, music; every Friday
morning, we have members
of the [Music School Festival
Orchestra] come [to the classroom], and we introduce a
section of the symphony.”
“We try to align the program with the theme weeks
that are happening at the In-

stitution as much as we can,”
said Joann Borg, a teacher
for the school’s 3-year-olds.
“This is something we’ve
been doing for the last couple years. We’ve tried to select themes that correspond
with what the parents are
learning in … the lectures, so
kids can come home and talk
about what they learned.”
Borg, a first-grade teacher
in Newport Beach, Calif., is
ceaseless in her devotion to
educating children.
“Most of my colleagues
think I’m crazy, because
every summer I get out of
school and [the Chautauqua]
season starts the next day,”
she said. “There’s absolutely
no downtime. At the end

of every season, I leave and
start school again a week later. It’s a commitment.”
Her energy carries over
into the next generation. Just
as Bobbi Savage’s daughter
Clarissa teaches by her side,
Borg’s daughter Annika and
son Danny also work at the
school.
“My favorite thing about
Children’s School,” Danny
said, “is that we get to witness this freedom to be creative, and to dance, to just
do whatever they want to do
at any moment. … It’s so interesting to watch these kids
have this absolute and total
freedom, which we try to talk
about and achieve and get to
all the time. It’s inspiring.”

Sarasota.

Where Artistic Expression
and Inspiration Meet.
The arts just come naturally in Sarasota. Is it the
crystal blue waters or the warm, balmy air that
artists and performers find so inspirational?
Who knows for sure. But you will find it every night
and day in our performance halls, theatres,
opera house and galleries.
Discover it yourself in Sarasota. You’ll see why
we’re known as Florida’s Cultural Coast .
®

See visitsarasotaarts.org or call 1.800.427.7620
to learn more and start planning your Sarasota arts experience.
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CLSC finds modern influence in expanding community
kelsey burritt
Staff Writer

There is a slim stack of
books in Sherra Babcock’s
office. It may seem inconsequential in a room full of several shelves brimming with
volumes, but that small pile
is the beginning of next year’s
Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle reading list.
Babcock, Chautauqua Institution vice president and
Emily and Richard Smucker
Chair for Education, announced at Bryant Day on
Aug. 17 the first three CLSC
selections for 2014. She is already at work reading books
recommended by current
members and graduates of
the CLSC to shape Chautauquans’ literary experiences
throughout the next year.
She is working within
a changing literary world.
Brian Castner, author of
Week Eight’s CLSC selection
The Long Walk, spoke in the
Hall of Philosophy on Aug.
15, but that is not the extent
of his interaction with the
Chautauqua community. Before his visit, he wrote a blog
about Chautauqua — his
childhood memories of the
place and his thoughts on his
upcoming CLSC presentation. Later this year, Castner
may participate in an online
CLSC Book Chat.
“We’re trying to figure out
ways of being up-to-the-minute and contemporary in our
approach towards books and
towards reading and towards
outreach,” Babcock said.
The CLSC Book Chats, en-

tering their second year, are
a way to celebrate and reflect
on the previous reading season and to reconnect with
fellow Chautauquans in the
off-season. The software the
chats use, called CoverItLive,
works somewhat like a chat
room; people from all over
the world can discuss the
CLSC books together. Babcock said that last year, there
was even a person from Singapore involved in a session.
The chats are also a way
to extend the CLSC community, Babcock said. During a discussion of Chad
Harbach’s The Art of Fielding
in April 2013, there were as
many people who wanted to
talk about the book as there
were who wanted to talk
about baseball and Chautauqua’s softball teams, she said.
With the advent of Amazon and e-readers, Chautauqua’s role as a physical
resource for buying books is
dwindling, said Jeff Miller,
CLSC activities coordinator. However, the CLSC does
manage to influence trends
in sales, even in the digital
market.
Although search algorithms change, if one were
to search on Amazon for
the 2013 Week Nine selection, Doron Weber’s Immortal Bird: A Family Memoir,
it shows that “Customers
Who Bought This Item Also
Bought”: Stephanie Powell
Watts’ We Are Taking Only
What We Need, Kati Marton’s
Paris: A Love Story, Attica
Locke’s The Cutting Season,
Michael J. Sandel’s What

BRIAN SMITH | STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Brian Castner, author of the Week Eight Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle selection The Long Walk, talks about being a veteran
in today’s America during the CLSC author presentation on Aug. 15 in the Hall of Philosphy.

Money Can’t Buy and Brian
Castner’s The Long Walk.
Those books also happen
to be the 2013 CLSC selections for Week Four, Seven,
Three, Four again and Eight,
respectively.
Uniting readers with the
same set of books, whether online or in Chautauqua, is a way
to establish a kind of common
language, Babcock said.
The CLSC is also bringing together readers who
never have — and may never
— step foot in Chautauqua.
The CLSC in Zimbabwe

graduated 16 members this
season. Although they were
not present at the ceremony
on the grounds, their names
were read aloud, and they
had their own celebration in
Zimbabwe.
Babcock recalled the
words of Charles Ray, former U.S. ambassador to
Zimbabwe, who spoke at
the CLSC graduation earlier
this month. Ray said that the
Zimbabweans were struck
by the CLSC book Hellhound
on His Trail by Hampton
Sides, but it wasn’t because

the book was about Martin
Luther King, and it wasn’t
because it was a gripping adventure tale.
“It was that the FBI hated
Martin Luther King,” Babcock said. “But when he was
killed, the institution [of
justice] worked. And institutions in Zimbabwe don’t
work. And so the people
were fascinated with the
idea that the institution of
justice worked regardless of
what the situation was.”
From there, Babcock said,
the conversation turns to a

discussion of what can be
done about the Zimbabwean institutions that are not
working.
Miller said that the CLSC
historic list of more than 740
titles can be chosen from by
anyone, anywhere — Chautauquans, Zimbabweans and
everyone in between.
“This is a great list of
books,” Babcock said. “ With
these groups, we can choose
12 books that we’d all like to
read together, and we can
talk to each other across political lines.”

Literary Arts Friends announce 2013 writing awards winners
kelsey burritt
Staff Writer

The winners of the 2013
Literary Arts Awards were
announced last Sunday on
the porch of the Literary
Arts Center at Alumni Hall.
Any person who has visited Chautauqua Institution
throughout the season was
eligible to submit previously
unpublished poetry or prose
for the Young Writer Awards
(ages 12 and under), Young
Adult Awards (under 18) or
the Adult Prose and Poetry
awards (ages 18 and older).
The awards are sponsored
by the Chautauqua Literary
Arts Friends. Fred Zirm, who
will serve as the president
of the Friends next season,
presented the awards along
with Friends board member Dave Northrup. This is
Zirm’s fourth summer coordinating submissions, communicating with the judges
and organizing the prizes:

certificates for the adults and
writing journals — donated
by the Chautauqua Bookstore — for the young writers.
“For the Chautauqua Literary Arts Friends, who support writers and writing,
this is one of the most direct
ways we do that,” Zirm said.
“Writers write, they get their
work read by professionals
and if they’re lucky — and
they’ve written especially
well — they get recognition.”
Northrup said the writing
contest was one of the ways
the Friends reach out to the
community, as anyone can
submit and be recognized
for their work, not just those
who have attended workshops at the Chautauqua
Writers’ Center.
Although there is often a
handful of submissions that
are thematically resonant
of Chautauqua, Zirm and
Northrup agree that the entries are various and diverse.

The competition is indeed
international, Zirm pointed
out, as some of this year’s
winners are from London
and Hong Kong.
The
Young
Writer
Awards, judged by Zirm,
had four winners. In poetry,
Suzy Baker earned an honorable mention for her poem
“Unlikely.” Thane Breuschke
from Hong Kong won first
place for “In a Forest,” what
Zirm called a “deceptively
simple poem about searching for both a cat and the
right thing to do.”
In the prose section of
the Young Writers Awards,
Charlotte Baker won an honorable mention for “Perfect,”
and Sophia Wright won
for her “fanciful fairy tale”
called “Pot of Gold.”
The Young Adult Awards
had two winners. In prose,
Ben Zuegel won for his “fantastical allegory” called “The
Traveling Cloak.” In poetry,
Ali Georgescu won for “Bet-

sy,” which Zirm described
as a “touching poem about a
split family.”
Laura Kasischke, prose
writer-in-residence at the
Writers’ Center during Week
Six of this season, judged the
Adult Prose Awards.
“I was astonished by the
range of stories submitted,
and their level of artistry and
sophistication,” Kasischke
wrote in an email. “There
are so many stories to be
told, and this group of writers has the wit, intelligence,
and courage to tell them.”
Northrup, who presented
the Adult Prose Awards, attested to the quality of the
prose submissions this season and said there was a
more diverse representation
of genre than last year.
“I think there were some
really fine examples of short
stories, of pure fiction, not
necessarily narrated in the
first person,” he said. “They
were not memoir-like, so

that was a change.”
There were two honorable
mentions in the Adult Prose
Awards: “The Turtle Story”
by Carol Newman and “I
Heard a Story Today” by
Lara Lillibridge. David Diskin won second place for his
story “Sweet Stroke.”
The recipient of the
Charles Hauser Prize for
prose was Sarah Kahrl’s
“Something Blue.”
“In prose so fluid that
reading it feels like sailing
downriver, the story told
here is deeply layered,” Kasischke said about the piece.
“The impression left behind
is one of compassion for the
human experience, and surprise at the complexity of
that experience. What more
can we ask of a short story.”
The Adult Poetry Awards
were judged by Gabriel Welsch, who was a poet-in-residence at the Writers’ Center during the 2012 Season.
Zirm, who presented the

awards, said the submissions
this year had remained as
strong as in previous years.
There were three honorable mentions in the Adult
Poetry Awards: “Contact”
by Heidi Thorsen, “Burn”
by Jane Pfefferkorn and “The
Serpent’s Quest” by Gareth
Cadwallader. Kelsey Burritt won second place for her
poem “You Are the Last One
on the Dock.”
The recipient of the Mary
Jean Irion Award for poetry
was Carol Jennings, who
wrote “Mano Sinistra.” Jennings was recognized during the ceremony for the
trio of poems she submitted,
which, in addition to “Mano
Sinistra,”
also
included
“Playing Debussy” and “Elegy.” Zirm read from “Mano
Sinistra,” suggesting the excellence of the poem could
speak for itself.
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This Offseason:
A Path to A Greener Chautauqua,
Strewn
with
Boulders
KATIE McLEAN | Staff Photographer

Algae covers the new Chautauqua Golf
Club wetlands Thursday. The algae growth
is encouraged by phosphate and nitrate
nutrients settling in the wetlands — and
not Chautauqua Lake. The nutrients
also nourish the native plantings around
the wetlands, which, when mature, will
obscure most of the algae. The bare area
at the bottom center of the photo is what
will become part of the third tee of the
golf club’s Lake Course, which will be
completed in the off-season.

C

john ford | Staff Writer

hautauquans will recall that the Institution
received federal and New York state grants
totaling more than $700,000 in 2011 to support efforts to better manage stormwater runoff and to help keep Chautauqua Lake free of phosphates
and other harmful nutrients.
One of the signature elements in the Institution’s plan
to spend the grant money most effectively is a wetlands
project near the tee on the third hole of Chautauqua Golf
Club’s Lake Course. The wetlands project has taken visible
shape during the 2013 Season.
The principal focus for
the upcoming off-season
in terms of the Institution’s
green efforts will be completing the golf course project. This includes extensive
enhancements to the South
End Ravine, which carries
water across Route 394, under Massey Avenue and
Thunder Bridge, past the
Girls’ Club and into the lake.
“A number of people have
been surprised that there is
water in our wetlands,” said
Ryan Kiblin, the Institution’s
grounds, gardens and landscaping manager. “But this
is how we designed it. While
landscape architects design
rain gardens in order to rapidly absorb … rainwater, a
wetland [area] is supposed to
retain water long enough for
the accompanying sediment
to settle on the bottom and
not run into the lake.
“We have planted emergent native plants in the
new wetlands,” Kiblin con-

tinued. “They are all like
cattails: They love to grow
up through the water, thrive
in standing water, and soak
up considerable amounts of
water.”
Next to the golf course
wetlands is a catch basin to
trap and hold overflow in the
event of heavy rainfall. Only
water that leaves the catch
basin will flow under Route
394 and enter what is called
the Massey floodplain, the
area between Massey Avenue and Route 394.
This is where the offseason work comes in. Kiblin said large boulders each
weighing up to one ton
will be brought in and implanted in the stream bed in
the South End Ravine from
Massey Avenue down to the
Girls’ Club.
The boulders will be
placed mid-stream, creating
weirs, or miniature dams,
behind which water will
pool before flowing toward

Benjamin Hoste | Staff Photographer

Foreman of the grounds department and heavy equipment operator Chris Majewski excavates the golf club wetlands area in June.

the lake. Again, the idea is to
slow the water down, letting
sediment and nutrients settle
before entering the lake.
Kiblin has fielded numerous questions about the size
of the boulders, mostly about
why the rocks need to be so
large. “The answer is simple:
Smaller rocks would simply
be pushed down the stream
bed by the force of the water
flow,” she said.

There are other green
projects on the drawing
board for the coming offseason, including a buffer
zone — which will use native vegetation to stop rainwater from going straight
into the lake — on the lake
shore from the Sports Club
to Children’s Beach. There
are also plans for a series of
weirs on three smaller ravines on the grounds: the

Bliss ravine, between Scott
and Bliss avenues; Forest Avenue ravine, between Forest
and Root avenues; and Elm
ravine, which carries water
runoff between Gebbie and
Hazlett avenues.
“We aren’t likely to need
one-ton boulders in these
smaller formations,” Kiblin
said. “The flow and volume
of water involved is far less,
though we will be building
smaller weirs in these ravines, too.”
Kiblin and Doug Conroe,
director of operations, said
they are considering a rain
garden for part of the wedgeshaped grassland behind
Norton Hall. This would filter water coming from the
North Parking Lot and the
asphalted area behind the
bus garage, Fletcher Music
Hall and Elizabeth S. Lenna
Hall before sending it into
the Forest Avenue ravine.
“We’re in the design stage
on this one,” Conroe said. “It
would complement well what
is happening around Fletcher
Hall, if we could do it.”
Chautauqua is funding
the golf course wetlands,
ravine work and shoreline
buffers with the federal and
state grant money.

Dean Gowen, a landscape
architect who has completed many projects on the
grounds, is working with a
civil engineer and also with
the Institution to design the
projects funded by the grant
money. Then, Gowen and
Kiblin will consult on the
plantings.
“We have gone through
all the environmental procedures,” Conroe said. “New
sites will still require archeological surveys as we
proceed, but the Institution
grounds are so intensively
developed that it is unlikely
anything will be unearthed.”
A final off-season project
will be a detailed tree survey
of Miller Park, both on the
lake side near the bell tower
and also between South Lake
and Simpson. The survey is
necessary due to the large
number of mature trees in
the park, Conroe said.
“We are just assessing
the situation to see where
we stand,” Conroe emphasized. “This is about seeing
what care is needed for the
trees. We will look at how
the overall park is used to
see if we can help it to function even better.”

GREG FUNKA | Staff Photographer

FAR LEFT: Cardinal flowers frame the
landscaping crew as they work in July to
finish plantings around the Lake Course
third tee at Chautauqua Golf Club.
LEFT: Natural springs supplied extra water
for the lower-lying areas of the wetland
project in July, accelerating its development.
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THE BIRD, TREE & GARDEN
CENTENNIAL POEM 2013
A hundred years of B.T.G,
what a gift for you and me
Trees and birds and gardens
too, keeping things so fresh
and new
Wonderful leaders such a
vision, working hard fulfilling
that mission
Lectures and walks and talks
and chats, all about gardens
and birds and bats
The trees we treasure and
strive to protect, to planting
lots more, we wouldn’t object.
Garden recognition comes
every 2 years, vying for
ribbons among all our peers.
Mushroom sandwiches, a
popular event, that yummy
recipe seems heaven sent.

A weekly tour of our gardens
galore, triggers one’s passion
to see even more.
To our house tour they come,
from far and from wide,
braving long lines while
trying to decide,
Which houses to visit
to create their delight,
Chautauqua’s best offerings
are now in their sight.
A trek to the ravine for a bit
of folklore, piques curiosity to
what happened before.
The Bird, Tree & Garden Club
we love so much, over the
years it’s kept its touch.
Chautauqua is blessed by our
presence for sure, a hundred
more years will be quite
secure!
Caroline Van Kirk Bissell

BTG board member & “Bat Lady”

GREG FUNKA | STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

THE BOY, THE FISH,
THE BRAHMS

While in the Amp thousands gather expectantly
with attendant books and cushions
filling it with color and enthusiasm
He passes the stage hands who
having accomplished the pre-concert necessities
relax around their break table

With sure footed confidence the boy
navigates his way through the adults
crowding the back porch of the Amphitheater

All this he observes, but is not distracted
his mind is steadfast, his steps determined
he leaves the porch and descends the stairs

He passes Tom and Marty discussing
their opening remarks to begin
the Symphony’s 85th season

In one hand he carries his fishing pole
in the other a paper cup of worms.
oh, the portent! Oh, the joy!

He passes among the musicians mingling
there with their instruments prior to the downbeat
as they exchange stories and enthusiasm

He knows as he walks into the darkness
this will be a special night
it’s just him, the fish, the Brahms.
Steven Swank
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Villaseñor honored with
2013 Cawcroft Fellowship
Chautauquan Daily reporter Fredo Villaseñor, who
has been responsible for covering the 2 p.m. Interfaith
Lecture Series, among other
Department of Religion programs, served as the Ernest
Cawcroft Journalism Fellow
for the 2013 Season.
Established in 2009, the
Cawcroft Fellowship recognizes a promising young
journalist who serves as a
reporter on the Daily staff.
The fellowship provides for
Villaseñor’s salary, housing
and travel expenses during
the 2013 Season.
The Cawcroft Fellowship
is named after Jamestown
attorney and former Daily reporter Ernest Cawcroft, who
served as a Chautauqua Institution trustee for 51 years.
Chautauquan Stephen S. Anderson created the fellowship
in Cawcroft’s memory and is
working with the Chautauqua Foundation to establish
the fellowship on a permanent basis through the creation of an endowment fund.
Cawcroft was elected to
the board of trustees at the
Institution in January 1917
at the age of 36, and served
continuously until his death
on Dec. 23, 1967. Among his
contributions to Chautauqua
are the writing of the Chautauqua Utility District Act
and his working for its passage and the obtaining of the
governor’s signature.
Early in his career, Cawcroft became active in politics. In 1912, he was the Progressive Party candidate for
state treasurer. In 1916, he was
elected one of the presidential electors for the Republican candidate. In 1918, he was
appointed corporation counsel for the city of Jamestown,
N.Y. and served in this capacity until 1927. While Cawcroft
was a student at New York
University Law School, he
served as a correspondent for
various publications, touring
the United States, Canada,
Central America and Europe.
During his youth, he also
wrote for the Jamestown Post,
the Daily and newspapers in
Buffalo and Pennsylvania.
This spring, Villaseñor received his degree in biology
from Whitman College in
Walla Walla, Wash.
“As someone who was
trained as a biologist and who

villaseñor
wants to eventually write
about science and technology,
interning as a religion and
spirituality reporter this summer was like boot camp,” Villansenor said. “This summer
at Chautauqua was a period
of intense growth for me and
many others. I’m so thankful
for the spiritual and intellectual insights I gained through
this unique community. Steve
Anderson deserves so much
thanks for making experiences like these possible.”
Daily editor Matt Ewalt
said that while Villaseñor’s
experiences as Daily reporter
are unique, his background
speaks to the opportunities at
Chautauqua for writers outside of journalism programs.
“Fredo’s eclectic intellectual pursuits and personal
investment in the issues explored on the grounds not
only demonstrate a journalist’s curiosity, but also a
Chautauquan’s
dedication
to lifelong learning,” Ewalt
said. “From the conversations
he had with Daily colleagues
to the questions he asked in
the Hall of Philosophy and at
APYA programs, Fredo has
engaged with members of the
Chautauqua community and
shown what opportunities
are available for young minds
on these grounds.”
With a staff of longtime
Chautauquans and twodozen college-age interns,
The Chautauquan Daily serves
as a training ground for tomorrow’s journalists to hone
their skills and serve a community of dedicated readers.
“I’m grateful to Steve for
his support in recognizing
such a promising writer as
Fredo as well as his efforts
in raising awareness of the
Daily’s internship program
and its role in the Chautauqua community,” Ewalt said.
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Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre closes its summer season with a
performance Wednesday evening in the Amphitheater — the
dance company’s first visit to Chautauqua Institution.

»

on the grounds

Lost Bikes
The Chautauqua Police
Department often
retrieves lost bicycles.
If you have lost your
bike, please contact
the Chautauqua Police
Department at 716-3576225 to see if they have
found yours.
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Institution must recognize importance of technology
anthony Dominic | Staff Writer

T

hroughout the 2013 Season, select speakers at
Chautauqua Institution — specifically chaplains in
residence — have cast technological innovation in a
pessimistic light. But it is not the criticism of smartphones and video games that is problematic. Rather, it is the
sheer lack of a response to this criticism which serves as a
reminder: The Institution has historically offered very little
programming on technology and culture.
The mission statement of the Institution asserts that its
programming is dedicated to the exploration of “the important religious, social and political issues of our times.”
However, since 2005 — the year the Xbox 360 and YouTube both launched — there have been 81 themed weeks
at Chautauqua Institution; of those, only four have been
loosely devoted to life in the digital age.
Week Two of the 2013 Season, “The Next Greatest Generation,” featured only one prominent figure from the tech world:
Megan Smith, vice president of Google[x]. And of all the morning lecture and Interfaith Lecture Series speakers this season,
only one — Chris Stedman, humanist chaplain at Harvard
University — is part of Generation Y, or those born from the
early 1980s through the 1990s.
In her sermon at the July 31 morning worship service,
Bishop Vashti McKenzie argued that video games are to
blame for the world's inhumanity. She criticized four video
games rated “Mature,” the most recent being released
nearly eight years ago.
“Maybe because we failed to wean our children from the
breast milk of video games like ‘Crime Life: Gang Wars,’ ‘Narc,’
‘Resident Evil 4’ or ‘Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas,’ “ she said,
“where a young person gains respect in a gang through murder
and mayhem, theft and wreaking as much havoc as they can."
McKenzie's larger argument was that many Christians
“have lost their ability to feel the suffering of Jesus,” for
which she ascribed blame to video games.
Given the population on the grounds, one can surmise that
few of those attending McKenzie’s sermon have been exposed
to the games she cited. According to sample data gathered
by the Institution’s Department of Marketing and Communications, approximately 76 percent of those on the grounds
during the 2012 Season were older than 55. And since 2010, the
largest age group on the grounds has been 66 to 75-year-olds.
Moreover, 26 to 35-year-olds accounted only for approximately
4 percent of those on the grounds during the 2012 Season.
Few Chautauquans would accept McKenzie’s claims if
they knew there was no empirical evidence to conclude that
video games influence real-world violence. However, there
is no such dialogue at the Institution, because there is so
little programming to inform the discussion.
At the Aug. 18 morning worship service, Bishop John
Chane spent nearly 15 minutes reflecting on advancements
in technology in the last 50 years. However, his thesis was
that technology — specifically smartphones — is ultimately
leading to the “depersonalization of human relationships.”
Chane said this leads to “dehumanizing” and “predatory” behavior, such as bullying and “sexting.”
Antagonistic behavior and sexual expression are, good
or bad, aspects of human nature. This does not mean they
should be excused; rather, they are human issues and must
be addressed as such. For example, while cyberbullying
remains a pervasive concern today, demonizing technology
fails to recognize the root of the problem. The same logic
applies to scapegoating video games for gun violence.
Paul Raushenbush, senior religion editor for The Huffington Post — who was on the grounds for the retirement
roast of Joan Brown Campbell earlier this season — said it

Megan Smith | Provided photos

Google executive and lifelong Chautauquan Megan Smith demonstrated some of her company’s newest technology, Google Glass, during
her time on the grounds during Week Two. At top, a Google Glass photo taken from the Amphitheater stage during her July 1 morning
lecture. Above left and right, participants in Google’s Solve For X program at the Pier Club and attendees of Smith’s WJTN interview.

is impractical to address any contemporary issue without
considering its technological implications.
“It's not an option to say, ‘I wish the Internet was not
here,’ ” Raushenbush said. “If that's your approach, you're
going to lose. Meaning, you’re going to go extinct.”
Raushenbush, an ordained Baptist minister, said there is danger in celebrating “old-school values” without recognizing that
such values can apply to “new things,” such as the Internet.
“I think that the Internet could be one of the best things
that ever happened to religion,” he said. “But it won’t happen without people being intentional about it — and that’s
the reason education is so important.”
And education can take many forms. Beyond the 10:45 a.m.
and 2 p.m. lecture platforms, Special Studies classes are a great
place to integrate Chautauquans with new forms of technology.
In the 2013 Season, there were classes on technology offered in almost every Special Studies category. In Business
& Finance, there was “Mastering LinkedIn for Business

Growth”; in Handcrafts & Hobbies, Chautauquans could
explore smartphone photography with “iPhone-O-Graphy”;
and in Special Interests, one could learn about robot technology in “Robots: Our Brave New World.”
While diversifying the population on the grounds may
be a decades-long effort, an initiative to diversify programming could happen during this off-season. Technology is
about information and communication. It goes back to the
pillars of the Institution.
Take the Department of Religion’s Abrahamic Program
for Young Adults. The idea behind the program is that if
those on the grounds are better educated in Islam and Judaism, they will be less likely to pass false judgment about
these religions. And it is this same Chautauquan logic that
must be applied to technology.
Anthony Dominic is a senior at Kent State University, majoring in magazine journalism and minoring in political science. He
served as copy editor for The Chautauquan Daily this season.
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Classifieds

CONDOS FOR RENT

Off Season Rental - 1st floor,
2 bedroom condo w/porch, central to Bestor Plaza, all amenities, fireplace, jacuzzi, upgraded kitchen. Available for whole
off season, monthly, or weekly.
$600/month incl utilities and
bimonthly cleaning. No pets or
smoking. Email work@brastedhouse.com or call/text Joyce
716-581-3903

FOR SALE

BEAUTIFUL, UNUSUAL
carved elephant ivory tusks. 2
at $1,475 each, plus 4-inch,
delicately carved ivory elephant, and 4-inch deer with
fawn $525 each. A rare opportunity to acquire unique ivory
art. 753-3199

S TAT E LY 4 B E D R O O M
C H A U TA U Q U A C E N T U R Y
HOME for sale; 41 Peck,
Beautiful wrap around porch.
Extra lot and off street parking.
Premier location. Shown by
appointment only as 8-25-13.
330-503-4724; 440-781-9250

MISCELLANEOUS

5-acre flexible parcels.
Cadenza Passage by Plumbush
B&B, .9miles from main gate.
Starting $80,000. 716-4832430

LOVELY ROOM in New York
City available by the night.
Perfect for 1+2 people. Private
bath, continental breakfast. Mid
Town East Side/UN/Beekman
Place, cross town bus stops in
front of building. lheinz98@aol.
com for more info

BIGFOOT: My name is Peter
Wiemer and our family owns
We Wan Chu Cottages. I created the Chautauqua Lake
Bigfoot Expo as a Tourism
Special Event two years ago.
Since then, I have had 14 eyewitnesses to a bigfoot sighting
here in Chautauqua County
come forward to me resolving
themselves of knowing they
saw a bigfoot but was afraid to
talk about it to anyone publicly.
Watch the only eyewitness,
which agreed to be videoed at
ChautauquaLakeBigfoot.com

REAL ESTATE

CHAUTAUQUA AREA REAL
ESTATE: Office - St.Elmo #101
Chautauqua, Ny 14722. 716357-3566. Toll Free 800-5075005. www.chautauquaarea.
com, care@chautauquaarea.
com

WANTED TO RENT

WA N T E D F O R 2 0 1 4 3 B R ,
2BTHS, A/C, W&D. 2
CONSECUTIVE WEEKS.
ken@kencaro.com

REALTY

HILTON HEAD ISLAND, Sea
Pines, Beautiful Oceanside
3Bd/3Bth, Carolina room and
Den, Pool w/waterfall, Designer
furnished cable/wi-fi. Weekly or
monthly. 309-287-2367. 309662-1156. Janellac@aol.com
SOUTH HUTCHISON Island
Florida: Amazing 11th floor
Penthouse, 2Bd/2Bth, 45 ft
W r a p - A r o u n d B a l c o n y,
Overlooking ocean and intrac o a s t a l , c a b l e / W F, W / D . 3
months minimum @ $6000.
9-12 months (January-March
taken) 309-287-2367. 309-6621156. Janellac@aol.com

RENTALS

COMFORTBLE, MODERN,
1 s t - f l o o r e ff i c i e n c y c o n d o .
Centrally located. Fully furnished, kitchenette, cable t/v,
w/d. Reasonable monthly rent.
Zinman 753-7558
1 4 F O R E S T: M o d e r n
2Bed/2Bath, Garage, Balcony
and large flat screen. Circa
1991. Wi-Fi, cable, W/D, central Location. No Pets. $600.
309-287-2367, Janellac@aol.
com or 309-662-1156

2014 SEASON

SERVICES

Brasted House Creative Ideas
Any Task Any Time! Call Joyce
@ 716-581-3903 or email:
Work@brastedhouse.com

CONVERTED BARN. Mayville.
Dream Home or Getaway. Low
taxes. 5 bedrooms, 3 baths.
Post & Beam. Cathedral
Ceilings. $88,340. Contact
Paul at 716-485-3999

Brasted House Creative Ideas
We love to do what you don't
have time for! Call Joyce @7165 8 1 - 3 9 0 3 o r e m a i l Wo r k @
brastedhouse.com
UPGRADE ANY FLAG / any
size, American made, all
accesories available.
AttractivePrices. ckaylor@winbeam.com

SERVICES

WEEK 9 only. Albion A, 5 South
Terrace. Modern 2 bdrm, 2 ba,
porch on Miller Park, Central
A/C, W/D, WiFi. $2,200 week.
716-357-5813 victoriasallen@
gmail.com
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT
Pine Tree Manor 33 Scott. AC,
Porch. All Weeks in 2014. 504913-6729
10 Judson: Vintage-style cottage, central location, sleeps
6.Amenitits include cantral A/C,
cable, on-site parking 2 cars,
W/D. $2,200 per week w/multiweek rental discounts. Please
contact Elanor at emyklost1@
gmail.com or 440.774.2768

OFF-SEASON RENTALS

HOUSES FOR SALE

NEW GARDEN Apartment on
ideal, central, brick walk location. 1 Bedroom, professionally
decorated & landscaped. Many
lovely amenities, AC, cable,
Internet, W/D. 412-512-3951.
$1350 per week.
View of the Lake: 3 bedroom 2
bath condo, ground floor, A/C,
W/D, Wi-Fi, available weeks
7,8,9 2014. 201-314-7931

FOOD

Available 2014 weeks 3-9.
C h a r m i n g Vi c t o r i a n . 5 B R .
Sleeps 10-13. 4 full baths. 2 kit.
2 LR. 2 DR. 2 W/D. 6 porches.
Grill. Cable. DVD. High-speed
wireless internet. AC. Parking.
Excellent location. Near Amp.
$2,900. Scarwin@peoplepc.
com. 412-818-7711.

LARGE, PRIVATE CONDO:
Renovated (2012); entire second floor, 3 bedrooms, 2 full
baths, large living room, full
kitchen & dining, porch; AC
throughout, Wi-Fi, cable, barbecue; w/d, d/w; near lake,
Bestor Plaza, bus route.
Maximum of 6: 4 singles, 1
queen. No pets, no smoking.
Weeks 5-9: $2,500; three or
more weeks negotiable. 540554-8404 mjzuckerman@
pobox.com

MODERN 4 Bedroom. 4 Bath
House. North, Parking, A/C,
Call Wendy. 513-295-9498

VACATION RENTALS

HOUSES FOR RENT

CROSSWORD ANSWERS ON C4

2014 SEASON

MODERN 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath
Condo. First floor porch, Brick
walk, one block from Bestor
plaza, Week 8 $2,205, Call or
text 716.432.3941

STORAGE

BOOKS-BOOKS Selling out
85,000 at $1 or $2 each! None
higher! Berry's Book Shop
route 394 across from Camp
Chautauqua. Daily 10-3 closed
Monday and Tuesday. 789.5757
The Cambridge guest house.
Turn-key operation. LOCATION,
LOCATION. 9 Roberts Ave, on
all transportation routes.
O p p o s i t e V i s i t o r s C e n t e r,
Restaurants, Bookstore and
Post Office. 3 Buildings, 3.5
lots, 11 apartments, 11 rooms,
all units A/C and fully equipped.
All Brokers protected. 716-3573292 or scluehrs@cs.com

TRAVEL

Adorable cozy apartment,
ground floor, 1 bedroom gem,
AC, cable, WiFi, W/D, full kitchen, recent construction and furnishings, on plaza and tram
route, level short walk to Amp.
7 Roberts. Season/Half Season
O N LY. P h o t o s a v a i l a b l e .
Contact Frances Roberts at
716-357-5557 or francescr@
optonline.net
APARTMENT AVAILABLE. 29
Scott Ave. Three rooms, A/C,
porch, laundry. Quiet central
location. $950/week, $7,000/
season. 357-2381.
AVAILABLE WEEKS 1(Roger
Rosenblatt Friends). Luxury
new 3 bedroom, 3 bath condo
on Vincent brick walk near
Plaza. Central air, beautiful
porch, wi-fi, elevator, great for
multiple couples or multigenerational family. 716-510-8993
FANTASTIC HISTORIC guest
house, 2 miles from gate on private 100 acres, can sleep 6,
pets welcome, A/C, Cable,
Furnished, with Art, Antiques,
Oriental rugs. Extremely large
living room, sun deck. Week
1-9 $700 a week. 716.269.2115
412.977.1896

14 FOREST (Modern Circa
1991) 1 Bed/1 Bath (Week 1),
Queen Bed or 2 Bed/2 Bath
(Weeks 1-4), King/Queen Beds,
W/D, A/C, Flatscreen TVs,
Cable/Wifi, large porch. 309287-2367, janellac@aol.com
1 6 W I L E Y We e k s 2 , 3 , 8 , 9 .
Spacious 3-story house near
lake and Children's School, 6+
bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, W/D,
cable, wireless internet, no
pets, no smoking, 212-3691220 Lhunnewell@willowridge.
com
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, modern, well furnished, fully
equipped, huge sleeping and
dining porch, A/C, heat, DW,
W&D, cable, wifi, parking,
weeks 1. View at 42 Foster.
jimorris@morristrust.net, (716)
490-1659
5 BEDROOM, 2 1/2 BATH, 2
1/2 BLOCKS to Amp and Hall of
Philosophy. Dogs allowed, DW,
W&D, A.C, and LG LR&DR.
Parking available on-sight.
502-594-8838 or 502-551-2132
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2013 Conceptis Puzzles, Dist. by King Features Syndicate, Inc.

AA/ALANON open meeting
Hurlbut Church Parlor Sundays
and Wednesday 12:30 p.m.
716-581-3202

HOUSES FOR SALE
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2013 Conceptis Puzzles, Dist. by King Features Syndicate, Inc.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

8/23
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Community
4.

5.

6.

‘Winter
at CHQ’
The response to the Chautauqua Institution
Marketing Department’s “Winter at CHQ” photo
contest was overwhelming — Chautauquans
submitted nearly 200 photos of scenes and motifs
from wintertime on the grounds. At left are the 10
winning photographs — in no particular order —
based on Facebook feedback and selections by a
team of Chautauqua year-round staff.

1.

At the corner of Cookman and Clark. Photo by
Bob Fleck. Taken in January 2012

2.

A view of Miller Bell Tower from the frozen lake
along the north shore. Photo by Alison Shields.
Taken in February 2011

3.

A high-dynamic-range image of a snowy Bestor
Plaza. Photo by Royce MacIntyre Jr. Taken in
Winter 2013

4.

At the Miller Bell Tower parking lot. Photo by Bob
Fleck. Taken in January 2012

5.

The bright red doors of the Chapel of the Good
Shepherd. Photo by Alexandra Rogers, age 13.
Taken at Christmas 2012

6.

“Winter Sunrise at CHQ.” Photo by Betsy
Goldman. Taken on Jan. 8, 2013

7.

Sun reflected in windows of the John R. Turney
Sailing Center. Photo by Jeanne Wiebenga. Taken
Jan. 17, 2011

8.

“Our Beautiful World.” Thunder Bridge. Photo by
Karen Glosser. Taken on Jan. 7, 2013

9.

A misty, half-frozen lake near Miller Bell Tower.
Photo by Tony Giammarise

2.
7.

8.
3.
9.

10. View of frozen Chautauqua Lake from Mayville,
N.Y. Photo by Audra Bright

10.
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Program
Here, Still

Sa
SATURDAY
AUGUST 24

7:00 (7–11) Farmers Market
8:45 Catholic Mass. Chapel of the Good
Shepherd

Benjamin hoste | staff Photographer

9:30 Peace Pole Pilgrimage.
(Sponsored by Chautauqua Society
for Peace and Social Justice.)
Led by Joan Smith. Meet on Mina
Edison Avenue on the North End
and proceed to South End, with
narration along the way.
10:00 Staged Reading. (Sponsored by
the Friends of Chautauqua Theater.)
“Hearts, Spades, and Bullets” and
“Alexandra.” Two One-Act Plays by
David Zinman. Fletcher Music Hall
3:00 LECTURE. (Programmed by
Chautauqua Women’s Club.)
Contemporary Issues Forum.
“Five Days at Memorial.” Sheri
Fink, author, Five Days at Memorial.
Hall of Philosophy

9:00

the Good Shepherd
9:15

Catholic Mass. Hall of Christ

9:30

Services in Denominational
Houses.

9:30

katie mclean | staff Photographer

Greg funka | staff Photographer

8:15 SPECIAL. Amy Grant. Amphitheater

Su
SUNDAY
AUGUST 25

Unitarian Universalist Service. Hall
of Philosophy

9:30

Unity Service. Hall of Missions

9:30

Christian Science Service. Christian
Science Chapel

9:30

Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers) Service. Octagon Building

10:15 Sunday School. Through Grade
6. Child care for infants. Children’s
School

10:45 SERVICE OF WORSHIP AND
SERMON. The Rev. Robert M.
Franklin, Jr., incoming director of
the Chautauqua Dept. of Religion.
Amphitheater

2:30 CONCERT. The Dixie Doodlers.
Amphitheater
4:30

(4:30-5) Sharing God’s Gift. Ernest
“Bud” Brown, pianist. Favorite
Hymns of Joan Brown Campbell and
Robert Franklin. Hall of Philosophy

5:00 VESPERS. (Chaplain’s Journey of
Faith) The Rev. Robert Franklin. Hall

5:00 Catholic Mass. Hall of Philosophy
6:00 (6–7:45) Chautauqua Choir
Rehearsal. All singers welcome.
(Two rehearsals required to sing at
Sunday worship services.) Elizabeth
S. Lenna Hall

Episcopal Holy Eucharist. Chapel of

of Philosophy
5:00

Massey Memorial Organ Encounter
for Children. Jared Jacobsen,
organist. Amphitheater stage

7:00

Palestine Park Program.
“A Journey Through Biblical Times.”
Palestine Park

8:00 SACRED SONG SERVICE. “Bless
The Lord, O My Soul”: Final
Chautauqua Thoughts. The
Chautauqua Choir and President
Thomas Becker.

CLOSING THREE TAPS OF THE
GAVEL. Thomas M. Becker,
president, Chautauqua Institution.
Amphitheater

Greg funka | staff Photographer

Locations around the grounds that are typically spotted with Chautauquans reading, learning, conversing, swimming and eating stand
empty during Week Nine.

7:45

Episcopal Holy Eucharist. Chapel of
the Good Shepherd

8:30

Songs, Prayers, Communion &
Meditation. Hurlbut Church

8:45

United Church of Christ Worship
Service. UCC Randell Chapel

@chqdaily

